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FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER
This year, we are celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the birth of two of the
greatest leaders this country, this
continent and the world has ever
known the founding President
of the democratic South Africa,
Tata Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela,
and Ma Nontsikelelo Albertina
Sisulu.
We
shall
celebrate
their
centenary
not
only
as
the
people of South Africa, but also as a
continent and as the broader global
progressive community. We shall pay tribute to the contribution they have
made, over the course of their lives, to the struggle for freedom and the
cause of building humane social relations across the globe.

We shall redouble our efforts to build a society in which black poverty and
white privilege are consigned to the past, replaced by respect, solidarity and
a non-racial society.
We shall work to rekindle their vision of a democratic society in which all
citizens have equal opportunities to determine their own destiny.
The 2018/19 financial year is the fifth and last year of the current term of the
Fifth democratic Administration. While considerable progress has been made
towards achieving the 5-year outcomes as articulated by the goals and objectives set out in Strategic Plan 2014/15 to 2018/19, there remains much more
to do in the remainder of the term.
In his book, titled, Long Walk to Freedom, President Mandela wrote the
following insightful lines: “I have walked that long road to freedom. I
have tried not to falter; I have made missteps along the way. But I have
discovered the secret that after climbing a great hill, one only finds that there
are many more hills to climb.”
South Africans are at work to make their lives better.

Once more South Africa will be the focus of the world, and South Africans
will be at the centre of these celebrations.
We should draw lessons and inspiration from their lives as we confront the
challenges of the present. We should use this historic occasion to unite our
people and continue to rebuild our country.
The occasion of the centenary of their birth should inspire us to intensify
our efforts to realize their vision of a united South Africa in which all live in
peace, with equal rights and opportunities.
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FOREWORD BY THE DEPUTY MINISTER
There are seven values that inform the
work of the Department of Arts and
Culture, and the second listed one,
says, “As patriots, we passionately
serve South Africa and its people to
build a nation”.
Duly listed second, the value of
patriotism
must
surely
be
taken as intrinsically linked with
the
national
principle
of
Batho-Pele: putting the people of South
Africa first.
The Department aligns itself with the spirit of the State of the Nation Address
(SONA) 2018 message by the President who said, “We should reaffirm our
belief that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, with different histories,
languages, cultures… yet with a common destiny, as one nation”.
Indeed, our Department is on course to ensure that this diversity is practised
and experienced within the ambit of our Constitution.
The planned amendment of the South African Library and Information
Services Bill will facilitate transformation and redress in the heritage sector to
ensure that no culture/heritage is superior to another culture/heritage.
For instance, it is the Department’s priority to ensure mother tongues, as part of
people’s heritage, are promoted and preserved.

The infrastructure projects of our Department will continue to enhance its
people-first driven programmes, especially in our rural communities, which
still experience extremely difficult circumstances, surrounded by many
stressors, making it difficult for them to learn and thrive.
Twenty-nine libraries will be built or revamped during this financial year, and
more that 50% of these planned libraries are in rural or semi-rural areas.
The DAC’s top management must ensure that the conditional grants
given to the nine provinces to build or revamp these libraries, which is
more than R200 million, is distributed through strong good governance-led
memoranda of understanding/agreements, as informed by the
Inter-Governmental Relations Framework Act,2005.
Service delivery informed by Batho-Pele will always keep in mind that the
three-spheres of government are constitutionally founded on the basic
principle of cooperative government.
Therefore, national, provincial and local governments all have a
reciprocal obligation to integrate our respective mandates, and to trust
and support one another in coordinating service delivery for all South
Africans, irrespective of race, religion, gender, language, etc.
This coordination and cooperation across the three spheres of government
will ensure that all our developmental initiatives and projects filter through
and reach those that are hardest to reach under normal circumstances.
For instance, the 300 bursaries earmarked for students specialising in
languages, the 1 000 South African and African Union flagsto be installed in
schools, and the R16 million budgeted for the Artists-in-Schools Programme,
must reach the poorest of poor communities with the greatest of great
potential.
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It is thus important that the Department, with its provincial and municipal
counterparts,continue to strive for maximum coordination of their
respective services and plans to ensure continued, comprehensive and
integrated service delivery, rather than disconnected, separatist and
narrow-focused autonomy/self-determination.
As a department working with fewer resources, we cannot achieve
miracles, but we can make a real difference to our nation, by focusing,
prioritizing
and
communicating,
and
being
pro-active
and
forward-thinking about the many multi-layered factors that underlie
non-development in order to build a future of a better life for all in South
Africa.

MS MAKHOTSO MAGGIE SOTYU (MP)
DEPUTY MINISTER OF ARTS AND CULTURE
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FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL
The Department of Arts and Culture is a
custodian for promoting, preserving,
developing and advancing the Arts,
Culture and Heritage (ACH) of
all South Africans. This mandate
further obliges the Department
to advance multilingualism, and
contribute to the development
of previously marginalised and
underdeveloped languages, in
particular African languages. Since
the dawn of democracy in 1994, the
heritage landscape has had to be
transformed to reflect democratic values as
espoused in the Constitution. Currently, most of the heritage infrastructure has
remained untransformed and public spaces still display the painful apartheid
and colonial past through statues, monuments and geographical names.
The ACH Sector remains largely untransformed, with barriers of entry limiting
socio-economic participation by the majority of South Africans.
The programmes of the Department seek to address these
challenges, with particular emphasis on transformation of the ACH
Sector and advancement of the interests and wellbeing of artists while
unlocking the massive economic potential of the ACH Sector and
contributing to job creation. South Africa has not fully exploited the
capacity and potential of the creative and cultural industries in
contributing to economic growth and the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). This will be one of the key areas that the Department will explore in
strengthening government’s fight against unemployment and poverty. A

solid foundation has been laid in exposing the potential of the Sector in
this regard through commissioned research conducted by the South
African Cultural Observatory and other mapping studies previously done
for the Department. These studies will assist the department in developing its
intervention strategies towards the transformation of the ACH sector.
The South African economic growth is slow, putting enormous pressure
on the available resources, and we have to contend with budgetary
constraints on the Department’s capacity to deliver on its objectives.
The 2018/19 Annual Performance Plan has been developed taking this
context into consideration. It has necessitated the streamlining of the
Department’s operations to be lean and more efficient in endeavours to
deliver on its mandate. The Department will review its business processes,
systems and institutional arrangements in order to eliminate overlaps and
duplication, and take advantage of the available cutting-edge
technologies in delivering its services.
The history of unequal distribution of limited resources and access
in our country forces the Department to be more innovative and to
redouble its efforts to redress the imbalances of the past and strive towards
providing equal opportunities in this Sector to all South Africans with more
emphasis on previously marginalised communities. In pursuit of
community development,one of the key programmes of the Department
is the funding of programming in Community Arts Centres around the
country.In order to achieve this goal,our budget will be reprioritised to
enable more programmes to contribute to the transformation agenda.
In line with the NDP’s vision of society, the Department is mandated to lead
the implementation of Outcome 14 of the Government’s objectives which
is social cohesion and nation building. As part of delivering on this mandate,
we will work closely with civil society organisations on the promotion of a
national identity and do advocacy work. We will also be finalising the
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compact on social cohesion in the current financial year.
Furthermore, the Department is engaging young people in promoting a
spirit of patriotism and a shared common identity as South Africans through
the Young Patriots Programme. The celebration and commemoration of
national days will be aimed at encouraging interracial and intercultural
gatherings, which are central to social cohesion and nation building. The
Department will continue hoisting the national flag and African Union flag
at schools as a means of inculcating the spirit of national identity and the
promotion of national symbols, as this is central to the nation-building
agenda.
The Department is the process of refining the MGE Strategy to ensure more
efficient processing of applications and responses to beneficiaries. New
flagship projects and initiatives, like the establishment of a publishing house
and research on Mzansiwood and a national orchestra, will be introduced
in the current financial year. Through the MGE Programme the Department
will be able to support national arts organisations and professional artists, and
ensure that designated groups such as youth, women and people with
disabilities are part of the mainstream of economic development and
that they participate actively in the Sector. This strategy will include new
initiatives as well as establishment of publishing house conduct research on
Mzansiwood and national orchestra.
The preservation of records for access is a critical component of the work
of the Department and we will continue with the digitisation of the National
Archives’ collections; including Bloke Modisane, Treason Trial, and Truth
and Reconciliation Commission collections will be digitised.
The Department initiated the language bursary scheme as a way of
building capacity and transforming the linguistic landscape by creating
highly qualified language practitioners to increase access to information
and contribute to the economic empowerment of the youth.
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In building an informed nation, we will support the roll-out of community
library infrastructure, particularly in rural areas. The Library Conditional
Grant will serve as a catalyst to build new libraries in remote communities,
revamp existing libraries, buy books and improve access to ICT
connectivity. The establishment of a publishing house is another effort aimed
at literacy advocacy thus encouraging a culture of reading and writing, the
writing of biographies or autobiographies, and the development of budding
writers.
The Department will continue with its efforts to transform the national
heritage landscape through heritage infrastructure projects (JL Dube,
Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela
and
Khananda
projects)
and
the
standardisation of geographical names, done through the South
African Geographical Names Council. Efforts to facilitate the Resistance and
Liberation Heritage Route Chapter of South Africa will also be accelerated.
The Department provides oversight, monitoring and evaluation for
twenty-five entities. The challenge has been ensuring ethical and
good governance in some of these entities resulting in instability and
inability to focus on their core function. A feasibility study looking at
rationalisation of the entities will be carried out aimed at creating efficiency
in the running of entities and avoiding duplication. The Department will
strengthen its capacity to monitor and support the DAC’s associated entities.
In this financial year, the country will be hosting the BRICS Summit. As part
of its programme the Department will hold the BRICS Film Festival and
organise the cultural programme for the Summit. As part of BRICS, we
will be collaborating with Brazil in hosting a South Africa/Brazil week to
promote cultural diplomacy. The Department will also support the Africa
Month programme by hosting several cultural seasons with identified countries.
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This year the Department will be conducting a departmental work study
project, emanating from the skills audit that was conducted through
the National School of Government, which gave a clear picture of the
profile of the Department in relation to skills, qualifications and experience. This
process will, among other things, determine if employees are correctly placed,
assist with the amendment and finalisation of the organisational structure, and
determine if there are any duplications in the Department and will ensure
optimal utilisation of our human resources.

MR VUSUMUZI MKHIZE
DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF ARTS AND CULTURE

The Department has not adequately marketed its programmes and
projects, resulting in citizens being uninformed and thus unable to take advantage of opportunities presented through DAC’s programmes. In this financial
year the Department will intensify its visibility through increased marketing and
branding campaigns.
The finalisation of the revised White Paper inthis financial year will
provide the Department with the opportunity to revise existing legislation by
identifying gaps in our Acts and developing new regulations to mitigate
against exposure to legislative risks. Due to gaps in current legislation the
Department has faced litigation and several threats thereof, hence a
vigorous exercise will be undertaken to review key Acts and policies that
govern our work.
Lastly, the Department is committed to serving its clients efficiently and
timeously, and therefore we will work to improve responsiveness and
timely feedback to all our clients. Technological tools such as electronic
track-and-trace systems and a short message service will be introduced to this
end.
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Official Sign-off
It is hereby certified that this Annual Performance Plan:
• was developed by the management of the Department of Arts
and Culture under the guidance of Mr. Nkosinathi Mthethwa, the
Executive Authority;
• was prepared in line with the Sectorial Strategic Plan of the
Department of Arts and Culture for 2015/16-2019/20; and
• accurately reflects the performance targets that the Department
of Arts and Culture will endeavor to achieve given the resources
made available in the budget for the 2018/19 financial year.
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DEPUTY MINISTER
Approved by:
Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa
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PREAMBLE of our Constitution
We, the people of South Africa,
Recognise the injustices of our past;
Honour those who suffered for justice and freedom in our land;
Respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and
Believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity.
We therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this
Constitution as the supreme law of the Republic so as to:
• Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on 		
democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights;
• Lay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which 		
government is based on the will of the people and every citizen is 		
equally protected by law;
• Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of 		
each person; and
• Build a united and democratic South Africa able to take its rightful 		
place as a sovereign state in the family of nations.
May God protect our people.
Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika.
Morena boloka
setjhaba sa heso.
God seën Suid-Afrika.
God bless South Africa.
Mudzimu fhatutshedza
Afurika.
Hosi katekisa Afrika.
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THE NATIONAL Coat of Arms

At the centre stands a shield, which signifies the protection of South
Africans from one generation to the next. Above it is a spear and a
knobkierie. Together, they assert the defence of peace rather than a
posture of war. This shield of peace, which also brings to mind an African
drum, conveys the message of a people imbued with a love of culture.
Contained within the shield are some of the earliest representations of
humanity in the world. Those depicted were the very first inhabitants of the
land, namely the Khoisan people.
These figures are derived from images on the Linton Stone, a world-famous
example of South African rock art.
The motto - !KE E: /XARRA //KE, written in the Khoisan language of the /
Xam people, means ‘diverse people unite’.

The National Coat of Arms is the highest symbol of the State. The Coat of
Arms was launched on Freedom Day, 27 April 2000. A central image of the
Coat of Arms is the well known secretary bird with its uplifted wings.
Symbolism of the Coat of Arms
Above the bird is the rising sun, a force that gives life while
representing the flight of darkness and the triumph of discovery, knowledge
and understanding of things that have been hidden, and illuminating the
new life that is coming into being.
Below the bird is the protea, an indigenous flower of South Africa, which
represents beauty, the aesthetic harmony of all its cultures, and South
Africa flowering as a nation. The ears of wheat are emblems of the
fertility of the land. The elephant tusks symbolise wisdom, steadfastness and
strength.
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South African National Anthem

Setjhaba sa South Afrika - South Afrika
(Our nation South Africa - South Africa)
Uit die blou van onse hemel,
(Ringing out from our blue heavens)
Uit die diepte van ons see,
(From the depth of our seas)

Nkosi sikelel’ iAfrika
(God Bless Africa)
Maluphakanyisw’ uphondo lwayo,
(Raise high Her glory)
Yizwa imithandazo yethu,
(Hear our Prayers)

Oor ons ewige gebergtes,
(Over our everlasting mountains)
Waar die kranse antwoord gee,
(Where the echoing crags resound)
Sounds the call to come together,
And united we shall stand,
Let us live and strive for freedom,

Nkosi sikelela, thina lusapho lwayo.
(God bless us, we her children)
Morena boloka setjhaba sa heso,
(God protect our nation)
O fedise dintwa le matshwenyeho,
(End all wars and tribulations)
O se boloke, O se boloke setjhaba sa heso,
(Protect us, protect our nation)
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African Union Anthem

NATIONAL Orders
The Order of Mapungubwe is awarded to South
African citizens for achievements that have impacted
internationally and served the interests of the
Republic of South Africa. The first and highest
category of this Order is awarded in platinum. Other
catergories are Gold, Silver and Bronze.

Let us all unite and celebrate together
The victories won for our liberation
Let us dedicate ourselves to rise together
To defend our liberty and unity
O Sons and Daughters of Africa
Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life
Let us all unite and sing together
To uphold the bonds that frame our destiny
Let us dedicate ourselves to fight together
For lasting peace and justice on earth
O Sons and Daughters of Africa
Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life
Let us all unite and toil together
To give the best we have to Africa
The cradle of mankind and fount of culture
Our pride and hope at break of dawn.
O Sons and Daughters of Africa
Flesh of the Sun and Flesh of the Sky
Let us make Africa the Tree of Life.
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The Order of the Baobab is awarded to South African
citizens for distinguished service. It is an award for
contributions in the following areas:
• Business and the economy
• Science, medicine and technological innovation
• Community service.

The Order of the Companions of O R Tambo is awarded
to foreign nationals (Heads of State and Government)
and other foreign dignitaries. It is awarded for friendship
shown to South Africa. It is therefore an order of peace,
co-operation and active expression of solidarity and
support.
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The Order of Luthuli is awarded to South Africans
who have made a meaningful contribution to the
struggle
for
democracy,
human
rights,
nation-building, justice, peace and conflict resolution.
It symbolises the vision of the late Chief Albert Luthuli the legendary liberation struggle leader and first African
recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1961.

The Order of Mendi for Bravery is awarded to South
African citizens who have performed an extraordinary
act of bravery that placed their lives in great danger, or
who lost their own lives saving or trying to save the life of
another person, the life of another person, or by saving
property

The Order of Ikhamanga is awarded to South African
citizens who have excelled in the fields of arts, culture,
literature, music, journalism and sport.

NATIONAL Symbols
The National Flag of the Republic of South Africa
was taken into use on 27 April 1994.
The unique central design of the flag, which
begins as a “V” at the flag-post and comes
together in the centre of the flag, extending
further as a single horizontal band to the outer
edge of the fly, can be seen as representing the
convergence of diverse elements in South African
society, which then take the road ahead in unison.
This idea also links up with the motto of the new
National Coat of Arms, namely !ke e: /xarra //ke,
in the language of the /Xam San people, which
literally means “diverse people unite”.
The National Animal is the SPRINGBOK
(Antidorcas marsupialis). This species has
adapted to the dry, barren areas and open
grass plains and is thus found especially in the
Free State and North West Province, and in
the Karoo up to the west coast. They move
in small herds during winter, but often crowd
together in bigger herds in summer. They breed
throughout the year and lambs are born after a
six-month gestation period.
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The National Flower is the GIANT or KING PROTEA
(Protea cynaroides), found in the southwestern
and southern areas of the Western Cape, from the
Cedarberg to just east of Grahamstown. The
artichoke-like appearance of the flower heads
of the king protea lead to the specific name
‘cynaroides’, which means ‘like cynara’ (the
artichoke). A number of varieties in colour and leaf
shapes are found, but the most beautiful is the pink
flower.
The National Tree is the REAL YELLOWWOOD
(Podocarpus latifolius), found from Table
Mountain, along the southern and eastern Cape
coast, in the ravines of the Drakensberg up to
the Blouberg and the Soutpansberg in Limpopo.
The Yellowwood family is primeval and has been
present in this part of Africa for more than 100
million years. The crown is relatively small in relation
to its height and is often covered with grey lichen.
The National Bird is the BLUE CRANE
(Anthropoides paradisia). It is quite common in the
Karoo, but is also seen in the grasslands of
KwaZulu-Natal and the Highveld, usually in pairs
or small family parties. This elegant bird is a light
blue-grey in colour, with a long neck supporting a
big head, long legs and elegant wing plumes that
sweep to the ground. It eats seeds, insects and
reptiles.
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The National Fish is the GALJOEN
(Coracinus capensis), which is found only along
the South African coast. It keeps to mostly
shallow water, is often found in rough surf and
sometimes right next to the shore. The Galjoen is a
familiar sight for anglers. Its diet consists mainly of
red bait (ascidians), small mussels and barnacles. It
is also known in KwaZulu-Natal as blackfish or black
bream.
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DAC PUBLIC ENTITIES Contact List
LOGO

Name of Institutions
ArtsCape

Primary Contact
CEO: Marlene le Roux

LOGO

Name of Institutions
Afrikaans Taalmuseum

Primary Contact
Director: Mr Michael Jonas

Tel: (021) 410-9970 | 410 -9800

Tel: (021) 872 2018 | 872 3441

Fax: (021) 412 8756 | 410 9971

(021) 872 3642

Cell: 083 701 8889

Cell: 082 228 2188

Email: MarleneL@artscape.co.za

Email: direkteur@taalmuseum,.co.za

The Market Theatre

CEO: Ismail Mohamed

Iziko Museums of South

CEO: Ms Rooksana Omar

Foundation

Tel: (011) 832 1641

Africa

Tel: (021) 481 3800

Fax: (011) 834 4311

Fax: (021) 481 3994

Cell: 083 235 8440

Cell: 083 409 0609

Email: Ismailm@markettheatre.co.za
PACOFS

Playhouse Company

Email: romar@iziko.org.za

Tel: (051) 447 7771

National English Literary

Director: Ms Beverly Thomas

EXT 2202

Museum

Tel: (046) 622-7095/42

Fax: (051) 430 5523

Fax: (046) 622 2582

Cell: 083 390 9366 |083 453 8690

Cell: 082 871 9019

Email: zolani@pacofs.co.za

Email: b.thomas@nelm.org.za

CEO: Ms Linda Bukhosini

Luthuli Museum

Director: Mr Brian Xaba

Tel: (031) 369 9555 | 369 9479

Tel: (032) 559-6822/3/4

Fax: (031) 306 2166

Fax: (032) 559-6806

Cell: 083 788 7902

Cell: 071 895 1256

Email: ceo@playhousecompany.

Email: Xabab@luthulimuseum.org.za

com
South Africa State

CEO: Dr Sibongile Mkhize

kwaZulu-Natal

Director: Mr Luthando Maphasa

Theatre

Tel: (012 ) 392 4283

Museum

Tel: (033) 341 0554

Fax: (012) 322 3913

Fax: (033) 345 0561

Cell: 083 629 6899

Cell: 083 645 3322

Email: Sibongiseni@statetheatre.

Email: lmaphasa@nmsa.org.za

co.za
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LOGO

Name of Institutions
Msunduzi Museum

Primary Contact

LOGO

Name of Institutions

Primary Contact

Director: Dr Mlungisi

Robben Island

CEO: Mr Mava Dada

Ngubane

Museum and World

Tel: (021) 413 4213

Tel: (033) 394-6834/5

Heritage Site

Cell: 081 747 3268

Fax: (033) 342-4100 | 394 6797

Email: mavad@robben-island.org.za

Cell: 082 296 2499

National Museum

Email: mngubane@msunduzimuse-

War Museum of the Boer

Director: Mr Tokkie Pretorius

um.org.za

Republics

Tel: (051) 447 3447 | 447 0079

Act Director: Ms Lebogang Matlala

Fax: (051) 447 1322

Tel: (051) 447-9609

Cell: 082 802 1698

Fax: (051) 447-6273

Email: tokkie@anglo-boer.co.za

Cell: 074 624 8855
Email: cfo@nasmus.co.za

William Humphreys Art

Director: Ms Anne Pretorius

Nelson Mandela

CEO: Bonke Tyhulu

Gallery

Tel: (053 ) 831 1724/5

Museum

Tel: (047) 501 9500

Fax: (053 832 2221

Fax: (047) 532 3345 | 538 0218

Cell: 083 26 04821

Cell: 082 523 4900 | 082 461 2099 |

Email: whag@eject.co.za

082 312 7817
Email: Mandelamuseum32@inte-

South African

Director: Mr Francois Hendrikz

kom.co.za

Library for the Blind

Tel: (046) 622-7226

Ditsong Museums of

CEO: Dr Bongani Ndhlovu

Fax: (046) 622-4645

South Africa

Tel: (012) 000 0010

Cell: 082 552 4104

Fax: (012) 323 6598 | 3237518

Email: director@blindlib.org.za

Cell: 072 898 6777
Email: bongani@ditsong.org.za

National Library of South

CEO: Prof Rocky-Ralebipi-Simela

Africa

Tel: (012) 401 9763 | 81
4019717
Fax: (012) 326 7642
Cell: 082 802 4168
Email: ralebipir@nlsa.ac.za
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LOGO

Name of Institutions
Freedom Park

Primary Contact

NPOs supported by DAC

CEO: Jane Mufamadi
Tel: (012) 336 4018
Fax: (012) 336 4021

LOGO

Name of Institutions
BlindSA

Primary Contact
President: Ms Cathy Donaldson

Cell: 082 568 3504

Tel: (011) 839-1793

Email: jane@freedompark.co.za

Fax: (011) 839-1217

National Arts

CEO: Rosemary Mangope

Cell: 083 701 4246

Council

Tel: (011) 838 1383

Email: president@blindsa.org.za

EXT 106

Business and Arts South

CEO: Ms Michelle Constant

Fax: (011) 838 6363

Africa

Tel: (011) 447 2295

Cell: 083 441 2027 | 083 266 3360

Fax: (011) 447 2364

Email: Rosemary@nac.org.za

Cell: 083 265 5000

National Film and Video

CEO: Ms Zama Mkosi

Email: michelle@basa.co.za

Foundation

Tel: (011) 483-0880
Fax: (011) 483 0881
Cell: 083 407 0052
Email: Zamam@nfvf.co.za

National Heritage

CEO: ADV Sonwabile Mancotywa

Council

Tel: (012) 348-1663
Cell: 082 330 5649
Email: s.mancotywa@nhc.org.za

South African Heritage

Acting CEO: Thomas Kgokolo

Resource

Tel: (021) 462 4502

Agency

Fax: (021) 462 1753
Cell: 076 413 1342
Email: tkgokolo@sahra.org.za

Pan South African

CEO: Dr Rakwena Reginald Mpho

Language Board

Monareng
Tel: (012) 341 9638
Fax: (012) 341 5938
Cell: 060 9871282
Email: mphom@pansalb.org
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ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS
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ACPD
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Chief of Staff
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Department of Arts and Culture

DDG
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National Treasury
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Pan South African Language Board
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1. VISION, MISSION, VALUE
STATEMENT AND LEGISLATIVE
AND OTHER MANDATES
1.1

Vision

A creative and inclusive nation.

1.2 Mission
Develop, preserve, protect and promote arts, culture and heritage.

1.3

Values
• Responsiveness: A Department that is quick to react to the
requests from and provide feedback to the public and other
stakeholders.
• Patriotism: as loyal PATRIOTS, we passionately serve South Africa
and its people to build a nation.
• Ubuntu: CARE and concern for the wellbeing of our staff,
customers and stakeholders is the foundation of our success.
• Creative/Innovative: in everything we do, we strive for
CREATIVE/INNOVATIVE approaches.
• Integrity: in our day-to-day activities, our INTEGRITYshines through.
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• Professionalism: together, we act PROFESSIONALLY to deliver
value to the South African economy, its people and ourselves.
• Accountability: we are ACCOUNTABLE to the people of South
Africa in our quest to provide them with high-quality services.

1.4

Legislative and other mandates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Constitution of South Africa, 1996
The White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage, 1996
National Development Plan (Vision 2030)
Government Immovable Asset Management Act, 2007
Public Finance Management Act, 1999
National Youth Policy, 2009
Government wide Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework, 2007
The Use of Official Languages Act, 2012
The Cultural Promotion Act, 1983
Cultural Institutions Act, 1998
National Heritage Council Act, 1999
National Heritage Resources Act, 1999
Heraldry Act, 1962
South African Geographical Names Council Act, 1998
The National Archives and Records Service of South Africa Act, 1996
The Legal Deposit Act, 1997
The Copyright Act, 1978
The Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000
The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000
The Electronic Communications and Transactions Act, 2002
The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), 2013
Minimum Information Security Standards (MISS), 1998
South African Library for the Blind Act, 1998
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•
•
•
•

National Library of South Africa Act, 1998
National Council for Library and Information Services Act, 2001
Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998
Legislation pertaining to provincial library services (including the 		
previous provincial ordinances)
• Municipal Systems Act, 2002
• Division of Revenue Act, 2007

International Treaties
By virtue of being a State Party to international arts, culture and
heritage treaties (conventions and covenants), South Africa is bound by
the legal obligations enshrined in those treaties. This includes
implementation, domestication, reporting and other legally binding
obligations. (Cf. Constitution, Chapter 14, sections 231-233).
• 1954 Convention on the Protection of Cultural Property in the 		
Event of Armed Conflict
• 1970 Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the 		
Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property.
• 1972 Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural 		
and Natural Heritage.
• 2001 Convention for the Protection of the Underwater Cultural 		
Heritage.
• 2005 Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity 		
of Cultural Expressions
• 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 		
Rights
• 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural 		
Objects

2. UPDATED SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
The slow economic recovery places a huge pressure on the available
resources and compels government to do more with less. As a consequence, (economic downturn, fees must fall, the downgrading of the South
African economy and high debt cost), departments have experienced
minimal to zero growth in budgets over the past few years and adjustments
for inflation only could be afforded. The bleak economic forecast may force
government to cut further budgets in an effort to curb expenditure and
reduce the borrowing costs on the fiscus. These and other factors
necessitate that government departments streamline their operations to
be lean and more efficient.
The current context presents a number of challenges on the
developmental agenda of the country. Further, our history of unequal
distribution of resources and access compels government to direct its efforts
towards redressing past imbalances and providing equal opportunities to
all South Africans. The current fiscal constraints threaten to stall government
efforts towards this ideal. The arts, culture and heritage (ACH) portfolio is
more prone to budget cuts than other sectors. This is ascribed to the fact that
the Sector is heavily dependent on expenditure on leisure activities, which in
times of economic downturn is likely to decrease substantially, as is
corporate spending on social investment and marketing. Further, in a
country like South Africa with competing priorities, the ACH Sector may be
relegated to the bottom of the priority list.
In order to reduce the vulnerability of the ACH Sector in times of
economic downturn, there is a need for a serious reconsideration of how the
Sector positions itself as a major contributor to socio-economic imperatives.
This entails entrenching the strategic value of ACH in society and dispelling
the distorted impression that the value of ACH is recreation or entertainment
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only. Our agenda for radical socio-economic transformation needs to be
embedded in the strategies, plans and programmes of the Department.
The Mzansi Golden Economy (MGE) Programme should assist in creating job
opportunities for previously disadvantaged ACH practitioners. Further, the
mainstreaming of the youth, women and people with disabilities into the
mainstream of the economy should be foregrounded in all our
programmes.
In addition, our efforts should demonstrate relevance and responsiveness
to the current challenges confronting the nation. In South Africa with its
divisive past, while social cohesion and nation building have been on
the agenda for some time, events such as “fees must fall”, the Vuwani
protests, regular incidents of racism, and the heightened levels of political
contestation have an impact on inter-governmental relations and social
cohesion, and point to the need for an upscaled focus on building an
active citizenry and a socially cohesive society.Further, there is a need
to engage the young people of South Africa directly with the aim of
promoting patriotism and shared values.The celebration and
commemoration of significant national days should promote interracial
and intercultural gatherings that are central to social cohesion. Promotion
of national symbols should also be a central activity of the nation-building
agenda.
The policy space of the Sector has been neglected over the past few years
and this has created huge governance and financing challenges for the
sector. Policy is designed to rally the Sector along a common set of
principles and agenda, and to create an enabling environment and
institutional framework to drive this agenda. In the absence of a strong
policy environment, the ideal of a coherent programme of action within
the Sector will not be achieved. Moreover, the duplication of efforts and
thus wastage of resource will be more prevalent, a situation that would
not auger well for the Sector—especially in the prevailing economic
conditions.
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Considering all of the above, the 2018/19 Annual Performance Plan seeks
to integrate and consolidate the efforts of the ACH Sector towards a
common set of goals and objectives. The knowledge that resources are
limited has forced us to direct our resources to key priority programmes
that will yield immediate impact. The 2018/19 financial year is the fifth and
last year of the current term of the Fifth Administration. While considerable
progress has been made towards achieving the 5-year outcomes as
articulated by the goals and objectives set out in Strategic Plan 2014/15 to
2018/19, there remains much more to do to achieve in the remainder of the
term.

2.1

External Analysis

Global Analysis
Since the global financial crisis of 2008, pressure has been building in the world
in terms of public dissatisfaction with the status quo, with dramatic political
results. Uncertainty and instability seems to be the new order of the day and is
attributed to a number of factors, including:
• de-globalisation in advanced economies
• economic disparity and global governance failures
• societal concerns, including the breakdown of social structures, 		
the decline of trust in institutions, the lack of leadership and 		
persisting gender inequalities
• the fragility of societies[1]
Despite unprecedented levels of peace and global prosperity in many
countries, a mood of social malaise has contributed to feelings of
anti-establishment,
anti-economics,
anti-education,
anti-military,
anti-religious,
anti-environmental
management
and
anti-political
systems. Further, unemployment and underemployment have led to profound
anti-system expression and is deeply value driven, as opposed to purely
economically and financially driven.
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It is especially the youth that are taking these issues to the streets, the
polling stations and discussion forums for a protagonist fundamental
debate on the “ruling and establishment systems” governing the world
for millennia. Together with the marginalised and unemployed, the youth
with information access are asking deliberate questions and are starting to
debate the inequalities and discriminatory systems forcefully. South
Africa, for example, witnessed educational uprisings during 2016-2017.
The Fees-Must-Fall Campaign by young South Africans resulted in
re-prioritisation and changes in budget allocations, with some
government departments experiencing significant cuts in their respective
budgets. Robust debates are emerging around established systems; on why
some individuals are enriched and others not; on the political and
economic systems of disparity between haves and the have nots,
decision-makers or not, political stability or not, justice systems bringing
justice or not, health systems bringing health or not, and whether education
brings forth relevant knowledge or not.
On the global front, surveys indicate that inequality between nations have
been decreasing globally since the 1990s. Developing and emerging
economies have seen the highest levels of growth. China has had
double-digit growth for almost two decades, and several of the
fastest growing economies are in Africa – Ethiopia (8,7%), Ghana (8,1%),
Cote d’Ivoire (8,1%).[3] However, since the 1980s the share of income
going to the top one per cent has increased, especially developed nations,
including in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Ireland and
Australia.
Middle-class
and
emerging
middle-class
income
has
grown at a slower rate – together with the slower global economic
recovery. The observed disparities in income distribution have led to
financial insecurities, rising discontent and increased demand for goods and
services from governments. In South Africa, concerns over income and wealth
distribution has led to disruptive actions and increased social demands.

Migration flows pose a major geopolitical shift in leniency and an
economic risk. Across the European Union, parties stressing national
sovereignty and protectionism have prospered, boosted in part by
migration flows that continue to point to a major geopolitical risk. Outside
the European Union, for example, polarisation in Turkey has deepened
since 2010,while Russia has been expressing its national political identity in
increasingly assertive foreign policy stances. New treaties are being signed
and some alliances are being dismantled. Issues of identity and culture
were central to the two most dramatic Western political results of 2016, in the
United Kingdom and the United States. This is part of a broader trend
affecting both international and domestic politics. Unprecedented
prioritisation of values in areas such as gender, sexual orientation, race,
multiculturalism,
environmental
protection
and
international
cooperation is overriding mere financial inequality disputes. The value
system of openness, transparency, equality, preservation and one-ness is
mounting, where all are valued equally and where harm through unequal
systems is no longer the norm. Actions against greed, nepotism, enrichment,
judgement, mismanagement and others are starting to emerge where
social consciousness is raised to say, “Enough is enough”.
Evidence also suggests that technology is being embraced to provide
solutions to different challenges. Technology such as mobile phones and
its applications bring information to the majority of the people when
compared to the period prior the information age. Today’s world is one in
which production, mobility, communication, energy and other systems are
changing with unprecedented speed and scope, disrupting everything from
employment patterns to social relationships, knowledge and geopolitical
stability. Driven by the convergence between digital, biological and
physical technologies, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is creating new
alliances and social awareness.
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All of the above leave South Africa with opportunities that include sharing
the South African experience of social cohesion, the establishment of strong
mutual cultural relations, participating in and influencing global and
continental debates, increased Sector interests in international
engagements, an active and supportive civil society, new regional
and block formations (BRICS, IORA) and long-term planning and policy
direction[4].In summary, the world is changing and South Africa needs to
take cognisance of the factors contributing to a new order and adapt to
new systems, thinking and models that could assist in unifying the nation,
and contributing to a better Africa and a better world.

Economic Analysis
Radical economic transformation is required to change the economy so
that all South Africans have equal access to means and opportunities. South
Africa’s budget is progressive and redistributive, and makes large
contributions towards transformation and growth. Yet the pressures on
public finances are mounting and there are a series of risks that must be
managed. The Government remains committed to fiscal sustainability and
to growing the economy inclusively.
However, South Africa remains vulnerable to global risks that include
financial turbulence, protectionist policies and prolonged weakness in
commodity prices and exports affected by global demand. Growth has
averaged around 1,1 per cent per year since 2014. Recent weaknesses
reflect low levels of business confidence, weak domestic demand and
higher risk premium. Business venture is strongly linked to the performance of
investment, growth and consumer confidence, which affect households’
decisions on spending. Household spending is around 60 per cent of
GDP. Businesses say that the political climate is the most important factor
influencing the decision to invest.
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The unemployment rate has stood at 27 per cent throughout 2017 to
date. Unemployment is the highest among the youth and those less
educated for 15-24-year olds it is over 55 per cent. More than two-thirds
of those unemployed have been jobless for a year or more. Consumer
inflation is expected at 5,4 per cent in 2017 and around 5,5 per cent over
the MTEF. The Rand is no longer strengthening and producer prices are
starting to accelerate. The Rand also is sharply weaker amid political events
and subsequent credit ratings downgrades. Economic growth is expected to
be 0,7 per cent this year, recovering slowly to reach 1,9 per cent by 2020.
Nominal GDP in 2017/2018 is expected to be R69 billion less than
expected, while 2019/2020 figures have been revised down to R230 billion.
The recovery in growth depends on improved investment outlook and rising
exports. Government has followed a path of measured fiscal consolidation
over the past four years, reducing spending and raising taxes to narrow the
primary deficit. The consolidated budget deficit is expected to reach 4,3 per
cent of GDP. Without action, national debt will continue to rise to above 60 per
cent of GDP by 2022.
The fiscal outlook faces considerable risks – including further revenue
shortfalls, rising compensation budgets, rising debt-service costs,
funding gaps in infrastructure and social services, and financial deterioration
in major state-owned companies. The Public Service wage bill has
increasingly eaten into space for other areas of spending, including
inputs that public servants need to do their work. Poorly designed or
ineffective infrastructure projects have resulted in high operating deficits
and maintenance costs, and additional resources to support spending
priorities are severely limited.
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The low economic growth in South Africa has resulted in National
Treasury reducing the budget allocation to the DAC. The ACH Sector will
have to take a serious re-look at how convergence between entities and
provinces can take place through aligned and optimized systems to do
“more with less”. New funding models need to be investigated to bring forth
alternative revenue to supplement the most-needed ACH Sector
programmes.

Political Analysis
There is a very strong political will and support for the ACH Sector and
this augurs well for successful implementation and achievement of the
Department’s Mandate. While internally the Department enjoys strong
political support; its programmes for cultural diplomacy, exchange and
seasons may be vulnerable to political instability and changes in the countries
we intend to partner with in delivering these programmes.

Policy and Legal Analysis
The Revised White Paper carries forward the gains of the
preceding two decades and addresses the challenges of inequality,
poverty, unemployment and persistent division based on race, gender and
other factors of exclusion. The intention is to contribute effectively to building
a cohesive and united society in which everyone has access to Arts, Culture
and Heritage resources, facilities and opportunities, framed by the following
objectives:
Firstly, to align the Revised White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage
with the core mandate of the Ministry of providing arts, culture and
heritage services, facilities, funds and resources to addressing poverty and job
creation, and to promote social cohesion and nation-building by providing
access to resources and facilities to all who live in South Africa, with special
attention paid to addressing previous injustices and imbalances.

Secondly, to base the Revised White Paper on Arts, Culture and
Heritage on the fundamental right to culture, artistic creativity, language,
and intellectual and artistic freedom as enshrined in the Bill of Rights in the
Constitution, the National Development Plan: Vision for 2030 (2011), the
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (1981), the Charter for
African Cultural Renaissance (2006), the UNESCO Declaration on
Cultural Diversity (2001), the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible
Cultural Heritage (2003), the Convention on the Protection and
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005), and the African
Union’s Agenda 2063 (2014).
Thirdly, to harness Arts, Culture and Heritage as creative, innovative,
educational, and social development practices with the economic
capacities for transforming South Africa into an inclusive society based on
actual equality.
Fourthly, to reconfigure the existing Arts, Culture and Heritage Sector and
the policies underpinning it to eliminate duplication and overlaps for the
optimal performance of the Sector in relation to current social, educational
and economic policies.
The delay in finalising the Revised White Paper has repercussions on the
mandate of the ACH Sector, resulting in minimum policy influence and
law enforcement. It impacts on areas such as piracy, which hinders local
artists’ growth and prevents international investment. The Revised White
Paper will also strengthen the global legal treaty framework, especially in
the African Union. South Africa needs to become, once again, influential
and relevant in the global legal stage in the arts, culture and heritage field
for decisions to be taken on areas such as piracy, copyright and others.
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Social Analysis
The NDP and Vision 2030 are anchored by two fundamental objectives,
namely the elimination of poverty and the reduction of inequality. The
success of the Plan will be measured by the degree to which the lives and
opportunities of the poorest South Africans are transformed.
The higher poverty gap and severity measures show that poor people living
in rural areas are not only further away from the poverty line on average, but
the poorest of the poor in those areas are significantly worse off than their
counterparts living in urban areas. There is, furthermore, differentiation of
poverty levels across provinces – with the Eastern Cape and Limpopo
at the highest level. Of extreme importance is the close link between
educational levels and poverty levels.
One of the NDP’s targets for 2030 is for South Africa to reduce
poverty-induced hunger to 0%. In 2016, the number of people vulnerable
to hunger was measured at 13.4% of the population. Hunger can constrain
the country’s ability to develop economically and can cause social and
political instability. Generally, women and children living in developing
countries are most vulnerable to the broad and overwhelming impacts of
hunger.
Moreover, inequality has remained stubbornly constant over time and at
alarmingly high levels. Unfortunately, even if South Africa achieves its NDP
target of reducing the Gini coefficient to 0.6 by 2030, South Africa would
remain one of the most unequal countries in the world.
The National Development Plan (NDP) also envisions a South African
society that embraces its diversity rather than emphasising observable
differences along the contours of race, class, gender, religion, culture and
other social constructs. The ACH Sector is gaining recognition within the
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wider government spectrum and is seen as playing a critical role in social
cohesion and transformation. Success is this area of work would be
enhanced if we first established the root of social disparity systems, including
the fundamental aspects of societal ills that have played themselves out on
different platforms.
More and more instances of social unrest are witnessed due to
demand versus supply of service delivery. The Arts thus are not accessible
to the masses due to price sensitivity. Migration trends and the increase in
people living below the poverty level also influence a new outreach
approach where not only South African differences are faced, but that
wider areas of xenophobia are addressed. Arts, Culture and Heritage can
make a contribution to social cohesion and societal well-being through
collaborative partnerships with other departments.

Environmental Analysis
The World Economic Forum shows the interconnectedness between the
global risks of highest concern and the human self. The human being
cannot
survive
without
multiple
complex
ecosystems
working
together. The infrastructure of life on Earth is in danger of collapsing under
the weight of human extraction, production, consumption and waste.
Climate change, depletion of scarce resources, destruction of plant
and animal life, pollution of water and air, soil erosion, and declining food
security are evident in many parts of the world. Scarce resources are not
shared with the needs of the majority. These tendencies have upset cultural
values and social norms without providing alternatives.
Environmental degradation is among the most pressing global issues of
concern. For the ACH Sector, water harvesting and green technology must
be instituted at infrastructure projects and directly at heritage sites and
museums in terms of protection and perseverance of certain historic
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materials. The DAC needs to contribute to the green environment by
example, through water conversation methodologies and sustainable
infrastructure development. The effects of climate change calls for
creative and innovative solutions to be introduced by the Sector. New
methodologies to support the green environment must be explored and
introduced. Environmental appreciation must be harnessed, inclusive of
heritage and museum spaces. Environmental management is increasingly
becoming important for preservation and conservation.

2.2

Organisational Environment

Changing circumstances mean that there is a need to entrench
evaluative thinking in programming and implementation of ACH
sector strutegies to continues rethinking and repositioning of the
strategic direction the ACH Sector is pursuing, to ensure that the
Sector, led by the DAC, continues to fulfil its mandate and achieve
a common set of goals and objectives. The constrained resource
environment has meant that the Department directs its resources to the
following key priority programmes and projects of the 10-Point Plan that will
yield great impact in the short term:

A.

Accelerating and amplifying Nation Building and Social
Cohesion and dealing with, inter alia, the challenges of
racism

As the lead department for Outcome 14, DAC is responsible for
coordinating, supporting, monitoring and reporting on progress against
MTSF indicators and performance targets, with contributions from 13
government departments and entities. In terms of the standing
procedures for the management of MTSF Outcomes, the Minister is

obligated to table Outcome 14 quarterly progress reports to Cabinet.
Although there has been progress, questions have been raised about the
efficacy and impact of some of the interventions in the PoA. Outcome 14
indicators and targets were revised and were approved by Cabinet in July
2016. Progress is being made to involve the provinces and entities in the
coordination, monitoring and reporting on the Outcome. Over the 2018
MTEF, the contribution of the Department to the programme of action will be
structured along the following areas:
i. Contribute towards Vision 2030 as enshrined in the National
Development
Plan,
which
envisages
a
cohesive
society with a common national identity and nationhood. The
social
cohesion
programme
will
be
geared
towards
overcoming the fractures and divisions of the past in
workplaces, within our communities and in society at large.
The Department intends foregrounding national symbols that
are inclusive and uniting, and continue with community
conversations, the social cohesion advocates initiative, the
moral
regeneration
efforts,
and
Sector
engagements
leading to the conclusion of the social compact.
ii. The principles of inclusivity and integration should permeate all our 		
programmes and activities. The celebration or commemoration of 		
national days continue to be attended exclusively by a particular
section of the population. The Department is challenged with
ensuring that we have inclusive celebrations and commemorations.
Furthermore, the year 2018 marks 100 years of the life and times of
one of the stalwarts of our struggle for liberation, Nelson
Rolihlahla Mandela. The Department will find time and
space in its programmes and activities to celebrate,
commemorate and relive the values and ideals that this colossus
espoused.
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B.

Focusing on Africa and the global space

The DAC has over the past three years prioritised Africa and BRICS in its
Cultural Diplomacy programme, including the annual hosting of
Africa Month, with increased local and continental participation.
Successful cultural weeks have been held in Algeria and Gabon, with
further cultural weeks planned with Angola and Ghana in 2018. Our
common heritage was celebrated in Zambia with the restoration of
the house of OR Tambo. The DAC commemorated the Dakar Talks in
Senegal and will in turn host a Senegalese week of commemorating the
Dakar Talks in SA in 2018. Cultural diplomacy has been consolidated in
the Middle East through SA’s support for cultural weeks, including with
Kuwait, Qatar and Iran, the Annual Solidarity Week with Palestine and the
FISAHARA Festival in Western Sahara.
It has also maintained and strengthened its strategic cultural relations with
other parts of the world, including the Americas, Europe, Asia and the
various multilateral forums.
The cultural programme during South Africa’s chairing of BRICS in
2018 is being developed, with highlights being the BRICS Film Festival,
cultural events during the Summit in July and a meeting of BRICS countries’
Ministers of Culture.
The China-SA People-to-People mechanism (PPEM) had been agreed on
by the two Presidents, and the DAC Minister is leading the SA inter-ministerial
component. In 2018, South Africa and China will celebrate 20 years of
diplomatic relations, with increased focus on people-to-people
collaborations.
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The DAC will participate in and support the international celebration of the 100
years of the birth of Nelson Mandela by supporting programmes, including at
UNESCO and the United Nations in New York.

C.

Resistance and Liberation Heritage (RLH) Route
Infrastructure Programme, including the National
Heroes’ Acre Project

The Resistance and Liberation Heritage Route (RLH) narrative will be
entrenched in our programming. The narrative will go beyond the
building of monuments, museums and memorials but will also incorporate
performing arts through theatre productions, cinemas and television through
film production and documentaries, and museums and galleries through
exhibitions and displays.
The majority of the provinces have confirmed their three selected sites to be
included in the RLH route, with two provinces still to finalise their lists. As such
not all provinces have submitted their business plans for their selected sites. The
delay necessitates a rethinking of the decision to divide the budget allocation
equitably among the provinces.

D.

Promotion of all languages and improving the functioning
of the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB)

Access to information is essential to the transformation agenda. The use of
previously marginalized languages will be given priority and should feature
prominently in our knowledge production, dissemination and sharing. To this
end, the Department will continue to develop technical terminologies for
all official languages in various domains, translate official documents into
and from the official and foreign languages, and support multilingualism by
enhancing access to information in all official languages through technology.
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The process of appointing and establishing the Board of PanSALB is
underway following the decision by the Court to set aside the case of
the Board of PanSALB challenging their dissolution. It is should be noted
that the Board of PanSALB has appealed the decision of the Court and
if the appeal is successful this might still hamper progress in the language
development space.

E.

Ensuring that Mzansi Golden Economy benefits previously
disadvantaged artists

The transformation of the arts, culture and heritage landscape will
entail creating an enabling environment and/or opportunities for
up-and-coming arts, culture and heritage practitioners. To this end, the
opportunities of the Mzansi Golden Economy (MGE) programme will
permeate all sectors of society. Improvements will be made to ensure that
MGE benefits the neediest of our communities in the remote provinces,
towns and villages. The Department will also improve the communication
mechanism so that those whose projects have not been successful are
provided with feedback.
Specific MGE projects that will be pursued over the 2018 MTEF period include the
incubation programme, Cultural Observatory, the Venture Capital Fund,
support for cultural events, touring ventures and public arts, and ensuring a
functioning Art Bank.

F.

Ensuring that the Libraries Programme provides access 		
to library infrastructure for all, and encouraging society 		
to read and visit libraries

The Department will continue with the funding of the roll-out of
community libraries and archival infrastructure designed to preserve
national memory and promote an informed, reading and the writing
nation. Through the Library Conditional Grant, the DAC will continue to
fund, build, monitor and upgrade libraries, purchase relevant books, and
improve ICT connectivity. The modernising of library services will seek to
appeal to youth who are technically skilled, and further ensure the
transformation of collections and infrastructure. Equipment and
capabilities to render services for the visually impaired will also be prioritised.
Provincial departments have highlighted the ongoing challenge of the
unfunded mandate of library services, and the difficulty in handing over
the management of libraries to municipalities. The assignment of the library
function to capable and capacitated municipalities will require targeted
interventions. Moreover, efforts will be made to secure an Archival
Conditional Grant from National Treasury to address the challenges facing
the archives and repositories in various spheres of government.

G.

Using available spaces for Community Arts

The Community Arts Centres (CACs) that are spread throughout the
country will serve as nerve centres for arts education as well as other arts,
culture and heritage activities. It will take partnerships and synergies at
various levels to make these centres viable and vibrant. Over the 2018 MTEF,
the community arts programme will entail the funding for development of
new CACs, refurbishment of existing CACs, and providing financial support
to community arts activities.
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H.

Ensuring that the school curriculum teaches correct
South African heritage and history through the Arts
Education Programme and DAC Schools Programme

Through the Schools Programme, the Department will continue to deploy
artists in schools as part of inculcating arts, culture and heritage in the
schooling system. Moreover, we will intensify the campaign of promoting
national symbols and constitutional values to foster the spirit of
patriotism and a sense of national identity. When talking about identity,
we will not just be looking at South African identity but also an African
identity. The hoisting of the African Union (AU) flag side by side with the
South African flag, and the singing of the AU anthem together with the SA
national anthem are pointers to our commitment to the continent and the
expression of African identity and pride.

I.

Improving the quality of reporting and compliance

Efforts are being made to improve the coordination of planning and
reporting between the DAC and its sister departments at national and
provincial level. Currently, reporting remains cumbersome and
time consuming. To ameliorate this, processes are underway to move from
a manual reporting system to an automated system. Moreover, processes
have been established to improve the performance of the DAC entities,
including ensuring that all entities sign shareholder compacts that clearly
outline expectations. The establishment and utilisation of forums such as
those of the chief executive officers, chief financial officers, sectors, and
chairpersons are some of the efforts that are being made to harness our
programming and enhance collaborations and accountability.
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As we continue to deliver services, the Department will at all times conduct its
operations within the parameters of the law. Compliance and therefore good
governance will be at centre of our operations. As a group, the DAC and
its entities will continue to work together through a variety of structures and
processes to improve audit outcomes.

J.

Ongoing skills audits in the DAC to ensure that human
resources are correctly placed in the organisation

As we strive to be a developmental state with a capable workforce, we
will constantly identify the requisite skills in our respective environments, and
develop them through training and mentorship programmes. To this end, skills
audits and work studies will be conducted from time to time to improve human
resource utilisation and upskill in the organisation.
The reductions in budgets and more specifically the ceilings imposed on
expenditure on the compensation of employees budgets of government
departments calls for a renewed focus and realignment of the
organisational programmes, structure and resources of the Department.
Priority 10 of the 10-Point Plan, which aims to ensure people are placed in the
correct positions in the organisation, is therefore particularly important and will
be expedited during 2018/19.
Finally, the ongoing oversight by the Portfolio Committee on Arts and
Culture, and the Audit and Risk Committees raised critical issues needing
serious attention by the Department in the 2017/18 financial year, and these
remain relevant in 2018/19. The issues include:
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• Improved and better resource allocation to ensure that resources 		
are allocated for redress purposes.
• Programmes should be designed to ensure that redress and trans		
formation are achieved. If the aim is to empower and prioritise 		
previously disadvantaged arts and culture practitioners, the 		
budget should show that.
• Strengthening and improving oversight, monitoring and evaluation
of all the DAC’s public entities.
• Focusing on addressing under-expenditure on the Library Grant and in
any other budget areas within the DAC.
• Ensuring that the Department’s measures (objectives, indicators 		
and targets) are strategic, useful and adhere to the SMART principle
to ensure proper accountability on performance.
• Aligning risk assessment with and integrating it into the planning 		
framework.
This organisational analysis therefore sets the basis for planning over
the MTEF commencing in 2018/19, including the revised framing of the
programmes that will support and enable the organisation to achieve its
service delivery priorities and commitments.

3. REVISIONS OF POLICY AND
LEGISLATIVE MANDATES
3.1

Review of the White Paper

The Department is finalising the process of revising the 1996 White Paper on
ACH. The aim of this review is to create a shared vision for the ACH Sector,
align it to the NDP, and outline the main priorities and strategies to achieve
this vision. The Revised White Paper is intended to be a vehicle with which
to drive and deepen transformation of the Sector, refine the institutional
landscape and improve the capacity of the Secto rto meet the social
cohesion and nation-building mandate of the Department.

3.2

Revision of legislative mandates

Once the Revised White Paper has been finalised, it is likely that a significant
and intricate legal review process will be undertaken to give effect to the
potential policy changes, particularly pertaining to the institutions and
their founding legislation, commencing in financial year 2018/19 and
continuing into the outer years of the 2018 MTEF period.
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4. OVERVIEW OF THE 2018/19 BUDGET AND MTEF ESTIMATES
4.1

Expenditure Allocations

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS (New Information from Finance)
PROGRAMME

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Administration

253 193

253 932

242 684

266 509

300 844

319 199

338 203

Institutional Governance

277 547

226 484

185 195

385 951

416 027

426 993

451 348

1 000 681

978 281

1 106 362

1 154 316

1 184 413

1 218 735

1 281 298

Arts &Culture Promotion and
Development
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Heritage Promotion & Preservation

1 962 906

2 303 656

2 423 226

2 643 069

2 470 980

2 657 796

2 811 936

TOTAL

3 494 327

3 762 353

3 957 467

4 449 845

4 372 264

4 622 723

4 882 785
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SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

538 406

590 639

541 184

631 369

640 642

669 131

712 502

Compensation of employees

206 286

214 352

225 906

232 464

253 530

272 858

293 322

Goods and services

331 991

376 067

315 187

398 905

387 112

396 273

419 180

129

220

91

-

-

-

-

129

220

91

-

-

-

-

Current payments

Interest
Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies

2 807 003

3 058 104

3 313 247

3 575 151

3 498 700

3 681 310

3 884 777

Provinces

1 019 713

1 274 317

1 357 133

1 419 960

1 423 684

1 501 199

1 584 122

Departmental agencies and accounts

1 496 707

1 461 729

1 627 032

1 831 494

1 707 089

1 855 793

1 956 229

570

130

6 171

-

7 128

7 400

7 808

3 127

3 998

14 891

4 573

4 809

5 050

5 327

68 310

115 467

135 926

118 389

156 357

102 372

114 326

194 059

181 931

154 739

171 031

178 925

186 984

195 072

Higher education institutions
Foreign governments and
international organisations
Public corporations and private
enterprises
Non-profit institutions

24 517

20 532

17 355

29 704

20 708

22 512

21 893

Payments for capital assets

Households

148 433

113 051

102 940

243 325

232 922

272 282

285 506

Buildings and other fixed

-

-

-

221 626

-

-

-

structures
Transport equipment

1 840

-

740

-

-

-

-

Other machinery and equipment

5 154

2 645

3 844

7 729

8 177

8 635

9 110

137 802

104 438

93 990

9 000

218 478

263 647

276 396

3 637

5 968

4 366

4 970

6 267

-

-

Heritage assets
Software and other intangible
assets
Payments for financial assets
TOTAL

485

559

96

-

-

-

-

3 494 327

3 762 353

3 957 467

4 449 845

4 372 264

4 622 723

4 882 785
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COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES
In the 2018 Estimates of National Expenditure, the Compensation of
Employees ceiling is set at R232,5 million in 2017/18, R253,5 million in 2018/19
and R272,9 million in 2019/20.
Over the medium term, a reconfiguration of the current organisational
structure is envisaged, including the placement of personnel in critical
functions that have been identified as priorities to ensure that the
Department remains within the set compensation budget ceiling amounts.
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PART B:
PROGRAMMES AND
SUB-PROGRAMMES PLANS
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BRANCH 1: ADMINISTRATION
5.1 Purpose of the Branch
Corporate Services provides leadership to the organization to achieve
its strategic objectives and to deliver high quality public services. The
different Directorates bring together a range of corporate functions which
work collectively and consistently together to help the Department to plan
ahead by offering expert knowledge, professional advice and effective
internal controls. It also has a coordinating role in standardizing
governance and accountability oversight across the Department.
The following are strategic outcome-oriented goals to which Corporate
Services makes a direct contribution.
1. A transformed and productive ACH Sector - A Sector that actively
develops, preserves, protects and promotes diverse ACH
2. An effective and efficient ACH Sector - A sound governance
system to ensure service delivery
3. An integrated and inclusive society - An effective/impactful
nation-building and social-cohesion programme
4. A professional and capacitated ACH Sector - A skilled and
capac itated ACH Sector to ensure excellence
Programme 1 is organised to carry out its work according to the following
subprogrammes:
•
•
•
•
•
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Ministry
Management
Corporate Services
Office of the CFO
Office Accommodation

Chief Financial Officer
Objective of the Office is to manage and facilitate the provision of
financial and supply chain management services. The key challenge for
the Programme is to implement strategies to obtain unqualified audit
outcomes as an improvement on the unqualified audit opinions achieved
in the previous financial years. The Office of the CFO will focus on
maintaining good financial management practices to obtain unqualified
audit outcomes and to implement management action plans to improve the
quality of annual financial statements

Human Resources
The ability of the Department to deliver on its strategic objectives is
dependent directly on the quality and performance of its
employees. The Department is not exempted from the fiscal constraints that
are currently affecting the Public Service. Over the last three MTEF cycles, the
Department has had to absorb a compensation cut to an amount of
±R 20 million in total.
This has resulted in the Department not being in a position to fill vacant
positions in order to be able to remain within the ceiling amount as
allocated by the National Treasury. The Department has therefore had to
come up with a process to mitigate against the impact of the budget cuts.
In the financial year of 2018/19, the Department will undertake a work-study
and organisational review exercise that seeks to give a clear indication of
whether there is the right number of people, with the right skills, in the right jobs
at the right time in the Department to achieve the strategic objectives of the
Department. The current economic constraints require the Department to do
more with the less that is available, therefore the optimal utilization of staff
becomes very critical. The work-study and organisational review exercise aims
to examine the overall functions of the whole organisation, and includes all
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aspects such as systems, processes and people-related issues that are
relevant to improving performance.
The major gaps that have been identified during this financial year are the
oversight role that the Department must play in the governance of the 25
public entities of the Department, including infrastructure development. 60%
of the Department’s budget is allocated to the entities, therefore it becomes
critically important that the Department capacitate or strengthen the units
within the Department that deal with this strategic function. The Department
is looking at exploring among other things the establishment of a project
management office that will ensure that there is effective management of
projects and delivery of infrastructure projects within the legislative framework.

Communications and Marketing
The Communications and Marketing objective is to increase the
visibility and brand awareness of the Department and its projects. This will
position the image of the Department positively by highlighting the role the
Department plays in the Arts, Culture and Heritage Sector. The Unit will launch
awareness-creating campaigns that will tell South African communities
about the Department and its mandate. It will also bring to the attention
of communities the projects and services that the Department offers to our
communities, for example Mzansi Golden Economy, the Living Legends
Legacy Project and the National Language Service.
This will be done through advertising (both below and above the line), public
relations, social media platforms (including the departmental website), opinion
pieces, and partnerships with different media partners for specific campaigns,
for example during Africa Month the Department will partner with Kaya FM.

Information Communications Technology
The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) function serves as an
enabler towards achievement of the Department’s objectives. It provides
a cross-cutting function to all DAC business units, with services comprising
network infrastructure implementation and management, systems
development and implementation, as well as information technology
governance and security. Due to the transversal nature of the function, as
well as the reliance of business operations on technology, the ICT services
are expected to be available 24/7/365. To this effect, the Unit strives to
ensure secure and innovative information management through the
efficient use of information and communication technologies.
To contribute to the 4th Industrial Revolution, the Department has to
adopt new technologies and embrace the use of the internet in rendering
services to citizens. Most of the Department’s processes are still not
automated. As part of the digital transformation of the Department, the Unit
will drive initiatives geared towards modernization of services through business
process automation. This will lead to improved decision making and
efficiency. To ensure that technology services translate to improved service
delivery the following initiatives will be embarked on:
- Digitization of heritage and archival resources
- Modernization of service through business process automation
- Continuous improvement of the Department’s network
infrastructure
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Job Creation
To contribute to the National Development Plan’s aim of creating
employment for the youth, the Department will implement an internship
programme in the 2018/2019 financial year with the purpose of providing
unemployed graduates with the necessary skills, knowledge, values and
work experience to improve their chances of employment within and
outside the Public Service. As per the national imperative, the Department
will recruit 5% of the staff compliment of the Department.
Furthermore, the Department contributes to job creation through the
celebration of national days, which are implemented by appointed
service providers who ensure that employment is created for the youth. On
an annual basis, the Department creates about 15 000 temporary jobs
through these events and should the format of the celebrations remain
unchanged, the Department will realise an increase in the number of jobs
created.

Transformation
In an effort to contribute to government’s key focus areas of
diversity and transformation, the Department will continue to prioritize the a
ppointment of women, specifically in senior management positions, and
the appointment of people with disabilities. This will ensure that the
Department promotes a workforce that is equitably represented.
To contribute to economic transformation the Department will ensure
that procurement transactions are awarded to BBBEE-compliant service
providers.
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5.2 Strategic Objectives for the 2018 MTEF
STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

A transformed and

To develop,

Increased

No. of communication

productive ACH

protect and

visibility

and marketing

Sector - a Sector that

promote the

and brand

campaigns

actively develops,

cultural and

awareness of

implemented to profile

preserves, protects

creative sector

initiatives of

the Department

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

-

-

-

3

8

8

8

-

-

-

-

3

2

2

the

and promotes
diverse ACH

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

To develop,

Department

preserve, protect
and promote
heritage
To develop and
promote the
official languages
To build
relationships
and partnerships
locally and
internationally
To provide

Moderniza-

No. of services

access to

tion of DAC’s

modernized (processes

information

services

automated)

through
technology &
innovation
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STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

To implement

Procurement

% of total value of

sound financial

awarded to

procurement awarded

management

BBBEE-

to BBBEE-compliant

and control

compliant

service providers

systems

service

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

83%

75%

95,06%

>70%

>70%

>70%

>70%
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104

20

20

20

20

20

-

-

-

WSP approved by

WSP

WSP

WSP

DG by 30 April 2017

approved

approved

approved

by DG by

by DG by 30

by DG by

30 April

April 2019

30 April

providers
An integrated and

To lead,

inclusive society - an

coordinate

effective/impactful

and implement

nation-building and

social-cohesion

social-cohesion

programme

Izimbizo held

No. of Izimbizo held

programme
A professional and

To build human

Workplace

Approved workplace

capacitated ACH

resource

skills plan

skills plan

Sector - skilled and

capacity and

and quarterly

capacitated ACH

promote

monitoring

sector

excellence

reports

2018
Number of quarterly

2020

-

-

-

4

4

4

4

-

-

-

-

Work study

-

-

monitoring reports
approved
Optimal

Work Study Report

utilization of

approved

resources
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STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

A professional and

To build human

A workforce

% of interns enrolled

capacitated ACH

resource

that is

against funded posts

Sector - skilled and

capacity and

equitably

capacitated ACH

promote

represented

sector

excellence

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

-

-

-

-

5% (of

5% (of

5% (of

approved

approved

approved

funded

funded

funded

posts

posts

posts

establish-

establish-

establish-

ment) of

ment) of

ment) of

interns

interns

interns
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5.3 Quarterly Targets for the 2018/19 Financial Year
Performance indicator

Annual target
(2018/19)

Frequency of
reporting

QUARTERLY MILESTONES
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

8

Quarterly

3

3

1

1

3

Annually

-

-

-

3

>70%

Quarterly

>70%

>70%

>70%

>70%

No. of Izimbizo held

20

Quarterly

5

5

5

5

Approved workplace skills plan

WSP approved by DG by 30

Annually

WSP approved by DG

-

-

-

Number of quarterly monitoring reports

4

Quarterly

1

1

1

1

Work study report

Annually

-

-

-

Work study approved

Annually

-

-

-

5% (of approved funded

No. of communication and marketing
campaigns implemented to profile the Department
No. of services
modernized (processes automated)
% of total value of procurement awarded to
BBBEE-compliant service providers

April 2018

by 30 April 2018

approved
Work Study Report approved

approved
% of interns enrolled against funded posts
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5.4 Budget and MTEF Estimates
SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS
SUB-PROGRAMME

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

2015/16

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Ministry

4 186

4 204

4 211

4 603

4 865

5 209

5 573

Management

53 621

60 956

61 422

46 949

53 416

57 022

61 127

Corporate Services

87 912

85 126

92 814

82 019

102 175

108 609

114 451

Office of the CFO

27 533

30 800

28 736

27 184

31 482

33 838

36 705

Office Accommodation

79 941

72 846

55 501

105 754

108 906

114 521

120 347

TOTAL

253 193

253 932

242 684

266 509

300 844

319 199

338 203

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

Current payments

2015/16

MAIN APPROPRIATION

2016/17

MTEF

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

176 748

246 593

234 910

258 780

292 667

310 564

329 093

Compensation of employees

89 501

95 014

96 508

94 060

107 118

115 110

123 371

Goods and services

87 152

151 440

138 311

81 672

185 549

195 454

205 722

95

139

91

-

-

-

-

Interest
Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies
Provinces and municipalities
Departmental agencies and accounts
Households
Payments for capital assets

95

139

91

-

-

-

-

67 556

1 072

394

-

-

-

-

3

3

1

-

-

-

-

64 444

7

-

-

-

-

-

3 109

1 062

393

8 586

6 010

7 357

-

-

-

-

7 729

8 177

8 635

9110

Transport equipment

1 840

-

740

-

-

-

-

Other machinery and equipment

3 109

2 458

3 542

7 729

8 177

8 635

9110

Software and other intangible assets

3 637

3 552

3 075

-

-

-

-
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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

2015/16

Payments for financial assets

303

257

TOTAL

253 193

253 932

5.5

Reconciling Performance Targets with
Expenditure

In planning for 2018/19 and the MTEF, Programme 1’s considerations for
budget allocations are as follows:

Implementation of Work Study Project
Budget allocation: R1,5 million. The Work Study Project emanated from
the skills audit that was conducted through the National School of
Government, which gave a clear picture of the profile of the Department in
relation to skills, qualification and experience. The Department appointed
the Government Technical Advisory Centre (GTAC) to use the skills audit
report to implement the work study and organisational review exercise.
This process will determine, among other things, if employees are correctly
placed, assist with the amendment and finalisation of the organisational
structure, determine if there are any duplications in the Department, etc.

Filling of critical vacancies
Budget allocation: R107 118. The increased allocation of the COE for
2018/2019 will be utilised to fill some of the critical vacancies that have
affected the performance of the Department negatively.
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MAIN APPROPRIATION

2016/17

2017/18

MTEF
2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

23

-

-

-

-

242 684

266 509

300 844

319 199

338 203

Marketing
Budget allocation: R11 million. To date, the Department has not
adequately marketed its programmes and projects but in the coming
financial year the Department will intensify its visibility through increased
marketing and branding campaigns. The current centralised budget of
R11 million will cater for departmental marketing and branding. Through
engagement with our stakeholders in the Sector and the line functions
responsible for different departmental projects, the Department will ensure
that it improves on its marketing efforts.
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5.6

STRATEGIC RISK REPORTS BY BRANCH 2018/19

Corporate Services - Strategic Risk Analysis 2018/19
STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION
Marketing & Branding Risk

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES

A transformed and productive

To develop, protect and promote

No. of communication and

1.

1.

Implement the DAC Marketing

ACH sector - A sector that actively

cultural and creative sector

marketing campaigns

Limited brand visibility and

develops, preserves, protects and

implemented to profile the

awareness of the mandate of the

promotes diverse ACH

Department

Department of Arts & Culture may

agencies to acquire media

prevent the full appreciation and

space in the implementation

acknowledgement of the value of

of the DAC communications &

and Communication Strategy.
2.

the ACH sector

Utilise GCIS or alternative media

Marketing Strategy.
3. Co-branding initiatives
communicated with Museums,
National Archives Libraries.
4.

Acquire media space through
media buying agencies.

5.

Partnership with other media
houses

A transformed and productive

No. of services modernised

2.

(prossesses automated)

Potential delay in the

identified through the Enterprise

develops, preserves, protects and

implementation of modernization

Architecture report. [Enterprise

promotes diverse ACH

of services may negatively impact

Content Management; Grant

process optimization and efficiency

Management System and

within the Department.

digitisation i.e NAAIRS Phase

ACH sector - A sector that actively

To provide access to information

Technology Innovation Risk

1.

Implement business initiatives as

two.]
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STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

A transformed and productive

To develop, protect and promote

ACH sector - A sector that actively

cultural and creative sector

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR
Number of Izimbizo held

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION
3.

Planning Risk

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES
1.

Roll out inter-branch planning

Inadequate and inconsistent

and funding for the delivery of

develops, preserves, protects and

planning in rolling out Izimbizo may

political imperatives through

promotes diverse ACH

lead to inefficient service delivery

Izimbizo.

plans.

2.

Align and communicate the
Ministry’s plans with the
Departments plan.

3.

Establish a DAC Inspectorate
Desk within the M&E Unit to
monitor the resolving of complaints raised.

4.

Integrate the Department’s
social cohesion plans to ensure
mainstream on all nation
building programmes such as
Imbizo etc

A professional and capacitated

To build human resource capacity

ACH Sector - A skilled and

and promote excellence

Work study report approved

4.

Organizational Structure

capacitated ACH Sector to ensure

may not address or respond to

excellence

organizational needs and
objectives.
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1.

The current organizational structure

DAC to align the strategy to the
allocated budget.

2.

Identify; approve and fill some
critical positions.
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6. BRANCH 2: INSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNANCE
6.1

Purpose of the Branch

To lead and coordinate social cohesion and nation building, monitor and
evaluate the performance of the Department and its entities, ensure good
governance in DAC entities, mainstream target groups, build international
cultural relations with other countries and multilateral institutions through
cultural diplomacy, facilitate international relations with other countries, and
provide infrastructure support to the DAC and its entities.

6.2

Strategic Overview

The Institutional Governance Programme contributes to the following
strategic outcome-oriented goals:

1.

A transformed and productive ACH Sector

The Institutional Governance Branch implements programmes to
mainstream the youth, women and people with disabilities. The Branch builds
international cultural relations and institutions prioritising Africa and BRICS
through cultural diplomacy engagements. Youth unemployment is very high
in the country, at over 25% for the past three years, and there is a need to
accelerate employment and mainstream youth development in
departmental programmes and projects.

continent to promote the AU’s Agenda 2063, as well as the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) 2030. To this end, the Africa Day celebration
has been expanded to a month-long programme. Furthermore, the DAC
has collaborated on a number of international engagements, including
the BRICS Cultural Festival and Film Weeks, hosted in India and China,
respectively, as well as SA/Russia seasons in the past two years to expose
South African arts and culture to international markets. On the African
continent, the SA/Algeria and SA/Gabon seasons have been hosted.The
DAC International Relations Programme supports South African artists and
develops the cultural sector.
In 2018/19, the Branch will pursue the following major programmes and
projects:
• Strengthen the Young Patriots Programme to maximise its impact.
200 young people will be recruited in the programme and they
will be provided with work opportunities.
• Host the Africa Month Programme.
• Implement the 2nd phase of the SA/Russia Season projects.
• Host the BRICS Programme, as South Africa is the chairin 2018.
• Initiate the programme to involve civil society organizations in the
Social Cohesion Programme.
• Coordinate the Nelson Mandela Centenary.
• Conduct the anti-racism campaign.
• Host the SA/Angola and SA/Ghana Seasons, and participate in
the Senegal Biennale.

South Africa is part of the world and it needs to take centre stage to
showcase its ACH landscape. The DAC has taken a deliberate decision to
prioritize collaborations with BRICS member countries and the African
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2.

An integrated and inclusive society

The DAC is mandated to lead and coordinate Outcome 14 (Programme
of Action) to promote social cohesion and nation building. Key initiatives
pursued by the Department include the hosting of national days, community
conversations, and social cohesion consultations, and the signing of social
compacts with the sectors. The community conversations seek the views of
the nation on how better to foster relations across gender and racial lines.
National days provide a platform for the people of the country to come
together as a nation to celebrate the country’s rich heritage, democracy and
freedom, the achievements of women and the youth, and the opportunities
the democratic dispensation has bestowed upon citizens.

3.

An effective and efficient ACH Sector

The Branch oversees DAC entities, provides planning support to the
Department and monitors the performance of the Department and its
entities. This is done to promote sound governance and to ensure that set
deliverables are achieved annually. In the past year, two entities were
amalgamated, i.e. the Windybrow Theatre and the Market Theatre
Foundation. Furthermore, all entities signed shareholder compacts with the
Minister to commit to the deliverables as per their Annual Performance
Plans.

Key subprogrammes
The Institutional Governance Programme is organised to carry out its work
according to the following subprogrammes:
■
■
■
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Target Groups, Nation Building and Social Cohesion
International Relations
Coordination, Monitoring & Evaluation, and Entities Management
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6.3

Strategic Objectives for the 2018 MTEF

STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

An effective and

To drive

Departmental Number of

efficient ACH Sector

integrated

performance

departmental and

- a sound

outcomes-based

information

entities’ performance

governance system

research,

reports or

information reports or

to ensure service

planning,

documents

documents approved

delivery

monitoring and

To create a

Governance

Approved governance

coherent policy

tools for DAC

tools for DAC public

and legislative

public entities

entities

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

7

6

6

6

15

15

15

-

-

-

-

Approved

Approved

Board

govern-

board/

bank for

ance

council

DAC

framework

remunera-

estab-

for DAC

tion

lished

public

guidelines

entities

for DAC

evaluation across
the Sector

environment for
ACH Sector

public
entities
CEO’s forum

Number of CEO’s forum

held

held

-

-

-

-

2

2

2
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STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

-

-

-

-

Approved

Recommen-

Recom-

feasibility

dations of

menda-

An effective and

To create a

Reports on

Approved feasibility

efficient ACH Sector

coherent policy

feasibility of,

and due diligence

- a sound

and legislative

and due

reports on

and due

feasibility

tions of the

governance system

environment for

diligence

amalgamation of DAC

diligence

report/study

feasibility

to ensure service

ACH Sector

studies on,

public entities

report on

implement-

report/

amalga-

ed

study

delivery

amalgamation of DAC
public entities

mation of

imple-

DAC public

mented

entities
A transformed and

To build

Cultural

No. of cultural

productive ACH

relationships

diplomacy

diplomacy

Sector - a Sector that

and partnerships

engagments

engagements

actively develops,

locally and

coordinated

coordinated

preserves, protects

internationally

-

3

2

20

20

20

20

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2

3

4

5

12

12

12

8

6

6

6

3

3

3

and promotes
diverse ACH
An integrated and

To lead,

National days

No. of national days

inclusive society –

coordinate and

commemo-

commemorated

aneffective/impact-

implement social

rated

ful nation building

cohesion

Social cohe-

No. of social cohesion

and social cohesion

programmes

sion projects

projects implemented

programme
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implemented
Target-group

Number of

programmes

target-group

supported

programmes supported
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6.4

Quarterly Targets for the 2018/19 Financial Year
Performance indicator

Annual target
(2018/19)

Frequency of
reporting

QUARTERLY MILESTONES
QUARTER 1

Number of departmental and

15

Quarterly

Approved governance

Quarterly

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

3

4

3

5

First draft governance

Consultations on first

Second draft

Governance framework

framework developed

draft governance

governance

approved by DG

entities’ performance information reports or
documents approved
Approved governance tools for DAC public
entities

framework for DAC public

framework

framework

completed

developed

-

1

-

Service provider

Draft feasibility and

Consultations on

Feasibility and due

appointed to conduct

due diligence

draft feasibility and

diligence report on

feasibility and due

reports developed

due diligence

amalgamation DAC

entities
Number of CEO’s forum held

2

Bi-annually

Approved feasibility and due diligence

Approved Feasibility and due

Quarterly

reports on amalgamation of DAC public

diligence report on

entities

amalgamation DAC public
entities

No. of cultural diplomacy engagements

diligence studies

reports completed

1

public entities approved

20

Quarterly

5

5

5

5

No. of national days commemorated

6

Quarterly

2

2

1

1

No. of social cohesion projects

12

Quarterly

3

3

3

3

3

Quarterly

1

1

1

-

coordinated

implemented
No. of target-group programmes supported
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6.5

Budget and MTEF Estimates

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS
SUB-PROGRAMME

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

International Co-operation

33 524

31 255

25 908

37 279

36 869

38 283

40 715

Social Cohesion and Nation Building

33 081

28 140

33 228

62 259

78 648

83 184

87 951

Coordination, Monitoring, Evaluation and Good Governance

9 382

13 854

25 721

38 078

45 256

37 879

41 886

Capital Works

201 560

153 235

100 338

248 335

255 254

267 647

280 796

TOTAL

277 547

226 484

185 195

385 951

416 027

426 993

451 348

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

Current payments

2016/17

MTEF

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

63 594

84 146

70 747

93 352

127 599

124 343

133 651

Compensation of employees

26 687

27 805

33 524

34 063

40 356

43 409

46 691

Goods and services

36 907

56 314

37 223

59 289

87 243

80 934

86 960

-

27

-

-

-

-

-

Interest
Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies
Provinces
Departmental agencies and accounts
Higher education institutions
Foreign governments and international organisations
Public corporations and private enterprises
Non-profit institutions
Households
Payments for capital assets
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2015/16

MAIN APPROPRIATION

-

27

-

74 179

37 757

20 451

-

-

-

43 103

-

200

-

-

-

-

57 003

63 683

39 003

41 301

-

-

-

-

12 000

9 000

9 504

10 027

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2 027

2 298

1 963

2 708

2 865

3 025

3 191

1 489

50

900

12 000

27 409

-

-

27 555

35 154

17 242

20 489

24 409

26 474

28 083

5

255

146

139 766

104 461

93 990

9 806

-

-

-

235 596

224 745

263 647

276 396
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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

2015/16

MAIN APPROPRIATION

2016/17

MTEF

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Buildings and other fixed structures

-

-

-

221 626

-

-

-

Transport equipment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other machinery and equipment
Heritage assets

1 964

38

-

-

-

-

-

137 802

104 423

93 990

9 000

218 478

263 647

276 396

Software and other intangible assets

-

-

-

4 970

6 267

-

-

8

120

7

-

-

-

-

277 547

226 484

185 195

385 951

416 027

426 993

451 348

Payments for financial assets
TOTAL

6.6

Reconciling Performance Targets with
Expnditure

Social Cohesion Advocates Programme

In planning for 2018/19 and the MTEF, Programme 2’s considerations for budget
allocations are as follows:

National convention for social compact
Budget allocation: R8 million.For hosting a national convention in October/
November to sign social compacts on nation building and social cohesion
with various sectors (business, labour, youth formations, media, women’s
organisations, other civil society organisations, etc.).

Moral regeneration and youth social cohesion advocates

Budget allocation: R3,5 million.For the Social Cohesion Advocates
Programme where platforms will be created for Advocates to promote
social cohesion and national building. This is in addition to platforms
they will have created for themselves. It is also expected that they will
strengthen their advocacy work with a particular focus on research and
media outreach, including writing opinion pieces.

Community Conversations
Budget allocation: R1,5 million. Community Conversations will be on a
smaller scale in this financial year but with a different and deeper focus on
issues of social cohesion and nation building.

programmes

African continent and BRICS

Budget allocation: R3,5 million.For supporting moral regeneration
programmes to instil values that promote social cohesion and nation

Budget allocation: R6 million from Institutional Governance and R35 million
from Arts and Culture Promotion and Development (ACPD).To celebrate
Africa Month and chair BRICS in 2018.

building, and
programme.

activation

of

the

youth

social

cohesion

advocates
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Arts and Social Development
Budget allocation: R7 million.For programmes that will advance women,
children, older persons and people with disabilities through arts and
culture. These programmes will be transformative in nature and contribute
towards reducing inequalities and promoting inclusivity.

Youth development and the Young Patriots Programme
Budget allocation: R20 million for youth development and R12 million for
the Young Patriots Programme. The DAC will prioritise youth development
through arts, youth development programmes and its newly established
national youth service, the Young Patriots Programme, to engage young
people in service delivery to communities and as a way to build a culture of
patriotism and nation building. Through these programmes, the Department
plans to make young people (both in and out of school) active participants in
building capacity in the Sector by gaining meaningful skills in arts, culture
and heritage.
Note: The allocation of R202 523 000,00 for planning and execution of
Legacy Projects is with the Institutional Governance Branch, though
the management of the projects is with the Heritage Promotion and
Preservation Branch.
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6.7

Strategic Risk Analysis 2018/19
STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION

A transformed and productive

To build relationships and

No. of cultural diplomacy

1.

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

partnerships locally and

engagements coordinated

Political and economic instability

to detect and address potential

develops, preserves, protects and

internationally

may affect full implementation of

instability.[Regular intervention with

international relations programme

DIRCO; locally – mission and

promotes diverse ACH

External Risks

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES
Activate alternative interventions

international missions]

An effective and efficient ACH

To create a coherent policy and

Approved feasibility and due

2.

Sector - a sound governance system

legislative environment for ACH

diligence report

Non-compliance; governance and

effectively run institutions by

to ensure service delivery

Sector

fiscal management systems may

providing guidelines on

Approved governance tools for

not be adequately and effectively

compliance and governance

DAC public entities

implemented and/or embedded

To drive integrated

Compliance Risk

outcomes-based research,

to enable delivery of mandate and

planning, monitoring and evaluation

strategy

1.

2.

Establish tools to maintain

Engage delivery partners in
Outcome 14 delivery forum

3.

across the Sector

Develop measurement
indicators for Outcome 14 that
are relatable to South African
environment

An integrated and inclusive

To lead, coordinate and implement

No. of social cohesion projects

3.

society - an effective/impactful

social cohesion programme

implemented

Societal pressure to deliver basic

Socio-political Risk

1.

work through facilitation of civil

nation building and social cohesion

services may lead to a change in

society involvement by leading

programme

political appetite and an interest

dialogues through social

in prioritising the social cohesion
programme.

Strengthen existing advocacy

cohesion advocates
2.

Increase use of media platforms
through promotion of media
pieces and public appearances
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STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION

An integrated and inclusive

To lead, coordinate and implement

No. of target-group programmes

4.

society - an effective/impactful

social cohesion programme

supported

Strategy Implementation Risk

Finalise DAC mainstreaming strategy

Absence of existing strategy and

for target group to guide ACH

nation building and social cohesion

guideline to lead implementation of

Sector

programme

target group strategy may lead to
ineffective implementation
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7. BRANCH 3: ARTS AND CULTURE
PROMOTION AND DEVELOPMENT
7.1

Purpose of the Branch

The Programme is responsible for the promotion and development of arts,
culture and language.

7.2

Strategic Overview

Arts and Culture Promotion and Development contributes to four of the
Department’s strategic outcome-oriented goals, namely:

A transformed and productive ACH Sector
The bulk of the work of this Branch focuses on transforming the
Sector through the promotion and development of arts, culture and
language by increasing productivity and job creation, and expanding
access. The Branch promotes the creative industries, and develops
audiences and markets through the Mzansi Golden Economy (MGE)
programme. Further, the Branch supports language development through the
creation of terminology in all the official languages and investing in human
language technologies (HLT) projects. This work fully supports the core
of the arts development mandate of the DAC. The performance of the
Branch as regards its goals has improved substantially over the past 3 years,
with key initiatives such as work to facilitate the implementation of Use
of Official Languages Act being done and the MGE work streams being
implemented. Budget cuts over the MTEF will reduce the number of
beneficiaries and the reach of key programmes. Significant progress has been
made against priorities in that HLT projects invested in over the past three

years, such as Autshumato, have been made available to the language
community, and a number of regional and national flagship projects, as
envisaged in the MGE Strategy, have been supported. Through MGE
processes, various cultural initiatives are being supported across the
country.

An integrated and inclusive society
The Branch supports the social cohesion programme of the Department by
promoting access to information through the provision of a translation and
editing service in the official and foreign languages, supporting cultural
programmes, promoting local content creation, expanding arts access,
and developing community arts, including programming and infrastructure
development. The translation and editing service has been offered
consistently to all national government departments for a number of years,
with the service being utilised extensively by some stakeholders. In 2018,
the thrust of the work of the Branch will seek to increase market access and
appreciation of the arts through supporting arts organisations and
professional artists.

An effective and efficient ACH Sector
The Branch implements sectorial strategies through partnership programmes
with key stakeholders, conducting and disseminating research through the
South African Cultural Observatory, and supports the implementation of
the Use of Official Languages Act through language programmes such as
terminology development, translation and editing, and HLT coordination.
The DAC legislated the use of official languages in 2012 to give effect to
constitutional language rights and to promote the development of the
official languages. While compliance was extremely poor in the prior years,
recent years saw a significant improvement in compliance by national
departments.
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A professional and capacitated ACH Sector
The Branch contributes to this objective through the provision of bursaries
for language studies, and supporting training programmes and incubators.
The bursary programme has performed well over the past 3 years, providing
opportunities for over 1 000 students across the country to train for careers
in the language professions. The capacity-building initiatives will increase
significantly in this financial year, including intergenerational skills
transfer through mentorships and masterclasses, IP awareness and research
workshops. The incubator programme was launched in 2015/16 with eight
incubators established, four more supported in 2016/17, and increased
programmatic support in the last financial year.

Key subprogrammes
The Arts and Culture Promotion and Development Programme is
organised to carry out its work according to the following subprgrammes:
1)
■
■
■
■

National Language Service
Human Language Technologies (HLT)
Translation and Editing
Language Planning and Development
Terminology Coordination

■
■
■
■

Cultural and Creative Industries Development
Visual Arts and Design
Performing Arts
Books and Publishing
Cultural Industries Policy, Research and IP Development

2)
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7.3 Strategic Objectives for the 2018 MTEF
STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

A transformed and

To develop,

Cultural and

No. of flagship

productive ACH

protect and

creative

projects supported

Sector - a Sector that

promote cultural

programmes

actively develops,

and creative

supported

preserves, protects

sector

No. of professional

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

87

25

27

20

20

18

18

-

-

-

-

6

6

6

-

-

-

-

30

30

30

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

7

8

6

8

6

6

6

10

10

7

13

13

13

13

artists' projects

and promotes

supported

diverse ACH

No. of cultural and
creative sector projects
supported through
MGE work streams
To develop and

Language

No. of domains in

promote official

services

which terminologies are

languages

offered in

developed

accord-

No. of multi-year HLT

ance with

projects supported

language
legislation
and policy
To develop,

Market

No. of market access

protect and

access

platforms supported

promote cultural

platforms

and creative

supported

sector
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STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

To provide access

Language

% of documents

to information

services

received and

offered in

accepted that are

accord-

translated and/or

ance with

edited

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

10

100

150

150

150

150

150

284

463

320

320

300

300

300

-

-

-

-

10

14

14

-

8

12

14

23

23

23

language
legislation
and policy
An integrated and

To lead,

Broadening

No. of community arts

inclusive society

coordinate and

access for

projects supported

implement social

local

cohesion

communities

programme

through
community
arts
programmes

A professional and

To build human

Arts sector

No. of bursaries

capacitated ACH

resource

organisations

awarded for

Sector - a skilled and

capacity and

and

development of

capacitated ACH

promote

capaci-

qualified language

Sector to ensure

excellence

ty-building

practitioners

programmes

No. of sector

supported

organisations

excellence

supported
No. of capacity
building programmes
supported
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7.4

Quarterly Targets for the 2018/19 Financial Year
Performance indicator

Annual target
(2018/19)

Frequency of
reporting

QUARTERLY MILESTONES
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

No. of flagship projects supported

20

Quarterly

3

5

6

6

No. of professional artists' projects supported

6

Quarterly

3

New targeted call

3

-

10

10

for proposals
initiated
No. of cultural and creative sector projects

30

Quarterly

4

Quarterly

-

10

supported through MGE work streams
No. of domains in which terminologies are

■

developed

■

■

■

100 Road Safety

6

Quarterly

100 Road Safety

■

100 Road Safety

■

100 Road Safety

terminologies

terminologies

terminologies

terminologies

developed

developed

developed

developed

100

■

100

■

100

Pharmaceutical

Pharmaceutical

Pharmaceutical

terminologies

terminologies

terminologies

developed

developed

developed

100 Engineering

■

100 Engineering

■

■

100 Pharmaceutical
terminologies
developed

■

100 Engineering and

100 Engineering

Construction
terminologies

and Construction

and

and

terminologies

Construction

Construction

developed

terminologies

terminologies

100 Indigenous

developed

developed

and Animals

100 Indigenous

terminologies
developed

Plants and

No. of multi-year HLT projects supported

■

■

100 Indigenous

■

developed
■

100 Indigenous Plants

Animals

Plants and

Plants and

terminologies

Animals

Animals

developed

terminologies

terminologies

developed

developed

6 HLT projects

6 HLT projects

6 HLT projects

6 HLT projects support

supported

support continued

support continued

continued
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Performance indicator

Annual target
(2018/19)

Frequency of
reporting

QUARTERLY MILESTONES
QUARTER 1

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

No. of market access platforms supported

13

Quarterly

-

3

5

5

% of documents received and accepted that

100%

Quarterly

100%

100%

100%

100%

150

Quarterly

-

25

60
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300

Annually

-

-

300

-

10

Quarterly

10 sector organisations

4

-

6

10

-

13

are translated and/or edited
No. of community arts projects
supported
No. of bursaries awarded for
development of qualified language practitioners
No. of sector organisations supported

selected
No. of capacity-building programmes supported

66

23

Quarterly

-
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7.5

Budget and MTEF Estimates

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS
SUB-PROGRAMME

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

National Language Services

43 483

42 955

45 104

50 881

52 387

55 908

59 746

Pan South African Language Board

83 497

90 905

115 564

108 634

113 587

122 227

128 954

Cultural and Creative Industries Development

346 382

343 444

382 572

368 635

385 477

407 333

430 267

Performing Arts Institutions

286 835

263 177

334 398

343 967

331 683

358 850

364 429

National Film and Video Foundation

147 619

116 721

122 907

129 052

146 720

148 696

156 434

National Arts Council

91 865

97 589

101 182

106 241

111 477

115 827

122 195

Capital Works of Performing Arts Institutions

1 000

23 490

4 635

46 906

43 082

9 894

19 273

1 000 681

978 281

1 106 362

1 154 316

1 184 413

1 218 735

1 281 298

TOTAL

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

Current payments
Compensation of employees
Goods and services
Interest
Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies
Provinces
Departmental agencies and accounts
Higher education institutions
Foreign governments and international organisations

2015/16

MAIN APPROPRIATION

2016/17

MTEF

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

143 998

140 300

126 768

143 281

116 115

123 473

131 557

41 404

43 420

45 692

49 014

51 801

55 853

60 215

102 594

96 853

81 076

94 267

64 314

67 620

71 342

3

27

-

-

-

-

-

3

27

-

-

-

-

-

856 563

837 822

979 366

1 011 035

1 068 298

1 095 262

1 149 741

3 500

-

-

-

-

-

-

620 460

577 164

700 436

753 238

777 149

823 761

861 189

570

130

6 171

-

7 128

7 400

7 808

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Public corporations and private enterprises

66 821

115 417

135 026

106 389

128 948

102 372

114 326

Non-profit institutions

147 908

131 251

125 627

137 108

140 288

145 472

151 124

Households

17 304

13 860

12 106

14 300

14 785

16 257

15 294

81

149

208

-

-

-

-

Buildings and other fixed structures

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transport equipment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

81

149

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Payments for capital assets

Other machinery and equipment
Heritage assets
Software and other intangible assets
Payments for financial assets
TOTAL

7.6

-

-

208

-

-

-

-

36

10

20

-

-

-

-

1 000 681

978 281

1 106 362

1 154 316

1 184 413

1 218 735

1 281 298

Reconciling Performance Targets with
Expenditure

In planning for 2018/19 and the MTEF, Programme 3’s considerations for
budget allocations are as follows:
• Supporting language bursaries through a budget allocation of R6
million
• Supporting terminology development and HLT projects with a
budget allocation of R10,5 million
• Promoting access to information though the provision of a
translation and editing service, which is largely provided in-house
by translators and editors who are part of the DAC staff
complement
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• Supporting the MGE and Cultural and Creative Industry
Development Programmes with a total budget allocation of R388 		
million, which includes research agenda, Venture Capital Fund, the
implementation of sector strategies in broadening the participation of
vulnerable groups, job creation and black empowerment of SMMEs in
the creative sectors
• R18 million for Community Arts Programmes and R20 million for 		
Community Arts infrastructural requirements
• Supporting the Capacity Building and Professional Human Capital 		
Programmes with a budget allocation of R46 million
• Implementing the Artists in Schools Programme with a budget
allocation of R16 million
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Strategic Risk Analysis 2018/19
STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION

An integrated and inclusive

To lead, coordinate and implement

No. of capacity-building pro-

2.

society - an effective/impactful

social-cohesion programme

grammes supported

Misaligned implementation of artist

nation-building and social-cohesion

Alignment Risk

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES
Initiate impact study on Artists in
Schools Programme

programme

programme
A transformed and productive

To lead, coordinate and implement

No. of community arts projects

3.

Funding Access Risk

Intensify funding initiatives for

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

social-cohesion programme

supported

Insufficient access to available

development through community

develops, preserves, protects and

funding for artists’ development

arts centre programming and other

promotes diverse ACH

may lead to disequilibrium between

forums

urban and rural-based artists, and
may not address greater needs of
all artist development within ACH
Sector
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8. BRANCH 4: HERITAGE
PROMOTION AND PRESERVATION
8.1

Purpose of the Branch

The Programme is responsible for the identification, collection,
safeguarding, promotion and transformation of South African heritage,
archives, heraldry and libraries.

8.2

Strategic Overview

Branch 4 contributes to the following strategic outcome-oriented goals of
the Department:

A transformed and productive ACH Sector - a Sector that
actively develops, preserves, protects and promotes diverse
ACH
The Branch drives a number of programmes in the heritage, archives and
records management, and libraries sectors that are geared towards a
transformation agenda and redress. To this end, the transformation of the
urban and rural library service through recapitalised programmes at
provincial level is receiving priority. Moreover, efforts to modernise the
archives and records management systems to ensure proper
management and care of the records of governmental bodies, i
ncluding the preservation and use of a national archival heritage, are
underway. Some of the key initiatives that will be pursued over the MTEF
period include implementation of a digitisation programme,
upgrading the NAAIRS website, and building community libraries.
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As part of heritage landscape transformation, one heritage infrastructure
project will be completed in the 2018/19 financial year. There will be a
phased-in implementation of the 22 that currently constitute key
infrastructure projects in the transformation of the heritage
landscape – most of these will be part of the Resistance and
Liberation
Heritage
Route.
In
collaboration
with
the
Department of Public Works, the Department will develop a new delivery
model that will allow for efficient delivery of heritage infrastructure.
Further, the redress and transformation agenda in the Heritage Sector
also includes the implementation of legacy projects, the transformation of
geographical
names,
and
the
reconfiguration
of
heraldic
representations. There have been significant strides in establishing new
heritage infrastructure such as the Ncome museum, and the installation
of statues of former President Nelson Mandela and Nkosi Albert Luthuli. In
addition, the memorialisation of significant persons in South African history
such as Lillian Ngoyi, Helen Joseph and RaheemaMoosa was done through
the upgrading of their graves. The transformation of national symbols has
been characterised by the reconfiguration of heraldic representations
to incorporate indigenous symbols and systems of heraldry. Job creation
within the Branch is largely driven, indirectly, by infrastructure development
in the form of new museums, memorials, monuments and libraries. Over
and above infrastructure development, the community libraries grant has
employed 1 924 staff on contractual basis to date.

An effective and efficient ACH Sector - a sound governance
system to ensure service delivery
Through policy development, the Department will focus on creating an
enabling framework for the development of other disciplines of heritage
such as intangible cultural heritage, underwater cultural heritage and
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the digitisation of heritage resources. Furthermore, additional efforts will be
directed at ensuring proper management and care of public and
non-public records of enduring value, the issuing of disposal authorities, and
increasing records management training and inspections.

Key Subprogrammes

The key priorities for 2018/19 include the submission to Cabinet of the
South African Library and Information Services (SALIS) Bill, the submission to
SPCHD Cluster of the national policy on underwater cultural heritage.

1.

National Archives and Libraries
■ Records Management and Information Services – to ensure
proper management and care of public records.
■ Archives Services – facilitate transfer, collect, preserve, provide
access to and encourage use of a national archival heritage
(public and non-public records).
■ National Film, Video and Sound Archives – to collect, accession,
preserve and make accessible the audio-visual heritage of South
Africa.
■ Library Policy and Coordination – to mainstream policy
development for the Library Sector.

2.

Heritage Preservation and Promotion
■ Heritage Policy & Research Development – to formulate, monitor
and evaluate heritage policies that will assist in the promotion and
preservation of South African heritage.
■ Living Heritage – to preserve oral traditions, customs and
practices, and to protect indigenous knowledge systems. The
South African Geographical Names Unit supports the South
African Geographical Names Council, which is responsible for
the transformation and standardisation of names of geographical
features.
■ Heritage Institutional Development – to manage the
transformation of existing museums and heritage institutions, and
to facilitate the implementation of legacy projects.
■ Bureau of Heraldry – to design, register and promote heraldic
representations, including the country’s national symbols.

The Heritage Preservation and Promotion Branch has been organised to
carry out its work according to the following subprogrammes:

An integrated and inclusive society - an effective/
impactful nation-building and social-cohesion programme
The Branch implements projects designed to increase skills in the oral
history programme, awareness of national symbols, fostering a deeper
sense of national identity and promoting access to information. There are
concerted efforts to accelerate geographical names changes in order to rid
the South African landscape of offensive and/or incorrect names.

A professional and capacitated ACH Sector
Since the implementation of the heritage bursaries strategy in 2011,
there has been an increase in the number of students studying in
heritage-related fields. This strategy aims to address the skills gap in the Sector
as well as create a pipeline of heritage-related skills. Over the last three years,
no fewer than 65 bursaries have been issued per annum. As this budget is
ring-fenced, it is unlikely to be affected by budget cuts. For 2018/19, the key
priority remains to renew and award bursaries to students who have passed the
academic year and also to give new awards to qualifying individuals. The
budget allocated for this priority is R5,253 million.
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8.3

Strategic Objectives for the 2018 MTEF

STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

A transformed and

To develop,

Gazette

No. of Gazette notices

productive ACH

preserve, protect

notices on

on standardisation of

Sector - a Sector that

and promote

standardised

geographical names

actively develops,

heritage

geographical

published

preserves, protects

To develop and

names

and promotes

promote official

published

diverse ACH

languages

Living human

No. of living human

treasures

treasures documented

documented

per annum

Financialy

No. of heritage

supported

infrastructure projects

heritage

financially supported

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

18

18

18

2

2

2

-

-

-

-

4

4

4

-

-

-

-

Draft

Final f

Implemen-

feasibility

easibility

tation of

infrustructure
projects
Feasibility

Feasibility study report

study on

on Resistance and

Resistance

Liberation Movements

and

Museum completed

Liberation
Movements
Museum

study report

study report

feasibility

on Resistance

presented

study

and

for approv-

recommen-

Liberation

al &

dations

Movements

implemen-

Museum

tation of
recommendations

Flags installed

No. of flags installed in
schools

72

14 415

3 532

500

500

1 000

1 000

1 000
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STRATEGIC
OUTCOMEORIENTED GOAL

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVE

OUTPUT(S)

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR(S)

To provide access

Implemen-

No. of collections

to information

tation of

digitised

AUDITED ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED
PERFORMANCE

MTEF TARGETS

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

1

2

2

4

3

3

3

17

44

23

26

29

32

35

-

-

-

Socio-economic

SALIS Bill

-

Develop

impact assessment

submitted to

regulations

report on SALIS Bill

Cabinet for

for SALIS

approval

Act

digitisation
programme
Newly built

No. of newly built and/

and/or

or modular libraries

modular

supported financially

libraries
supported
financially
An effective and

To create a

Legislative

Legislative framework

efficient ACH Sector

coherent policy

framework

(SALIS Bill) developed

- a sound

and legislative

developed

governance system

environment for

to ensure service

ACH Sector

delivery

New

No. of heritage policies

heritage

developed

policies
developed

-

3 policies

2 (1 policy

Socio-economic

1 policy on

1 policy on

1 policy on

and/or

and 1

impact assess-

Underwater

Repatriation

Digitisation

legislative

legislative

ment reports on 2

cultural

developed

developed

frameworks

framework)

heritage policies

heritage

developed

developed
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8.4

QUARTERLY TARGETS FOR THE 2018/19 FINANCIAL YEAR
Performance indicator

Annual target
(2018/19)

Frequency of
reporting

QUARTERLY MILESTONES
QUARTER 1

No. of Gazette notices on standardisation of

QUARTER 2

QUARTER 3

QUARTER 4

3

Quarterly

-

1

1

1

2

Quarterly

-

-

1

1

4

Quarterly

Progress report

Progress report

Progress report

4

developed

developed

developed

geographical names published
No. of living human treasures documented
per annum
No. of heritage infrastructure projects
financially supported
Feasibility study report on Resistance and

Draft feasibility study report

Liberation Movements Museum

on Resistance and Liberation

completed

Movements Museum

No. of flags installed in schools

1 000

Quarterly

Quarterly

Terms of reference

Selection and

No reporting

Draft feasibility study

developed, approved

appointment of

required

report

and advertised

service provider

Service provider

400

200

400

appointed
No. of collections digitised

3

Annually

-

-

-

3

No. of newly built and/or modular libraries

29

Quarterly

29 newly built and/or

29 newly built and/

29 newly built and/or

29 newly built and/or

modular libraries

or modular libraries

modular libraries

modular libraries

supported financially

Legislative framework (SALIS Bill)

SALIS Bill submitted to

developed

Cabinet for approval

No. of policies developed

1 policy on Underwater

Quarterly

supported financially

support continued

support continued

support continued

Ministerial approval

SALIS Bill presented

SALIS Bill submitted to

-

for presentation to the

to the SPCHD cluster

Cabinet

Underwater

Inputs from the

Underwater

Cultural Heritage

SPCHD cluster

Cultural Heritage

Policy presented to

consolidated

Policy submitted to

SPCHD cluster

cultural heritage developed

Quarterly

SPCHD cluster
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8.5

Budget And MTEF Estimates

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS
SUB-PROGRAMME

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Heritage Promotion

117 850

86 136

92 342

89 192

57 404

60 486

64 287

National Archive Services

40 374

39 413

37 278

44 771

45 111

48 412

51 959

Heritage Institutions

559 462

622 314

634 901

750 777

635 132

725 128

719 318

National Library Services

103 641

122 197

142 617

181 694

151 856

155 946

187 253

1 036 852

1 299 079

1 380 970

1 447 230

1 452 536

1 531 667

1 616 265

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

South African Heritage Resources Agency

46 417

73 552

51 125

59 861

55 650

58 767

91 208

South African Geographical Names Council

2 393

2 490

1 269

4 891

4 798

5 061

5 339

National Heritage Council

55 917

58 475

82 724

64 653

68 493

72 329

76 307

1 962 906

2 303 656

2 423 226

2 643 069

2 470 980

2 657 796

2 811 936

Public Library Services
Capital Works

TOTAL

SUMMARY OF ACTUAL AND BUDGET PAYMENTS BY ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

154 063

119 600

108 759

135 956

104 261

110 751

118 201

Compensation of employees

48 694

48 113

50 157

55 327

54 255

58 486

63 045

Goods and services

105 338

71 460

58 602

80 629

50 006

52 265

55 156

31

27

-

-

-

-

-

Current payments

Interest
Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies
Provinces
Departmental agencies and accounts

31

27

-

-

-

-

-

1 808 705

2 181 453

2 313 036

2 507 113

2 366 719

2 547 045

2 693 735

1 016 210

1 274 314

1 357 132

1 419 960

1 423 684

1 501 199

1 584 122

768 700

884 558

926 396

1 066 256

920 940

1 022 528

1 085 013
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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AUDITED OUTCOME
2014/15

Higher education institutions
Foreign governments and international organisations

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

MTEF
2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 100

1 700

12 928

1 865

1 944

2 025

2 136

Public corporations and private enterprises

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Non-profit institutions

18 596

15 526

11 870

13 434

14 228

15 038

15 865

Households

4 099

5 355

4 710

5 598

5 923

6 255

6 599

-

2 431

1 385

-

-

-

-

Buildings and other fixed structures

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transport equipment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other machinery and equipment

-

-

302

-

-

-

-

Heritage assets

-

15

-

-

-

-

-

Software and other intangible assets

-

2 416

1 083

-

-

-

-

Payments for capital assets

Payments for financial assets
TOTAL

8.6

138

172

46

-

-

-

-

1 962 906

2 303 656

2 423 226

2 643 069

2 470 980

2 657 796

2 811 936

Reconciling Performance Targets with
Expenditure

In planning for 2018/19 and the MTEF, Programme 4’s considerations for
budget allocations are as follows:

Community libraries
The budget allocated for building community libraries is R365 million. The
aim of this programme is to provide library infrastructure that promotes a
culture of reading and contributes towards educational outcomes.
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National Automated Archival Information Retrieval System
(NAAIRS)
The second phase of the upgrading of NAAIRS will continue. The budget
allocated for this is R3,5 million. The project will assist in modernising records
and archives management systems by providing easy access to archival
collections.

Heritage Preservation & Promotion Legacy Projects
The National Legacy Projects celebrate, commemorate and promote the
contributions made by South Africans, individually or collectively, through
the epoch of Pre-Colonial, Colonial, Apartheid and Post-Apartheid for the
transformation of the South African society.
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Strategic Risk Analysis 2018/19
STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION

A transformed and productive

To develop, preserve, protect and

No. of Gazette notices on

1.

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

promote heritage

standardisation of geographical

Legal challenges emanating from

names published

name change process and decision

develops, preserves, protects and
promotes diverse ACH

Legal Risk

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES
1.

host standardized names
2.

level. Challenges are about extent
of consultation and recording of

A web-enabled system exists to
Continuous awareness
campaigns

3.

Use cartographers in Council to

consultations, which lead to litiga-

ensure that Gazetted names are

tion exposure

translated into maps

A transformed and productive

To develop, preserve, protect and

No. of living human treasures

2.

Partnership Risk

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

promote heritage

documented per annum

Increased dependency of DAC on

Living Human Treasures:
1.

Establish authentication

develops, preserves, protects and

provincial governments to provide

committees where DAC and

promotes diverse ACH

identified living human treasures,

community will participate

and towards the implementation

[through use of community

of library infrastructure may lead to

radio stations]

failure to meet strategic deliverables

2.

Use a multi-prolonged approach
to identify names and submit
them to TIC meetings

Library Infrastructure:
1.

Redirect resources of underperforming and underspending
provinces to those that are in
need

2.

Propose appointment of project
management company to
monitor implementation of
library infrastructure to National
Treasury from Division of
Revenue funds
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STRATEGIC GOAL

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

RISK TYPE AND DESCRIPTION

A transformed and productive

To develop, preserve, protect and

No. of heritage

3.

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

promote heritage

infrastructure projects financially

Fiscal reduction of infrastructure

infrastructure and legacy

supported

operational funding may lead to

projects

develops, preserves, protects and
promotes diverse ACH

Financial Risk

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES

unaddressed high operating deficits

1.

2.

and high maintenance costs for
existing and planned infrastructure

Complete currently built

Scale back new infrastructure
development

3.

Engage provincial governments
to fund operationalization of
completed infrastructure

4.

Develop a project management
office to monitor delivery of
approved infrastructure

A transformed and productive

To provide access to information

No. of collections digitised

4.

ICT Infrastructure Risk

1.

Implement CSIR outcomes on

ACH Sector - a Sector that actively

Current ICT infrastructure limits

linking DAC optic fibre lines to

develops, preserves, protects and

capability to host digital

expedite broadband efficiency

promotes diverse ACH

information to preserve digitized

2.

content, which may lead to loss of
preserved electronic records that

Escalate crisis/risk exposure to
Cabinet for further intervention

3.

are in high demand

Request virement to address
financial requirements towards
ICT infrastructure

An effective and efficient ACH

To create a coherent policy and

Legislative framework (SALIS Bill)

5.

Regulatory Reform Risk

Sector- a sound governance system

legislative environment for ACH

developed

Potential inability to implement

secure or guarantee availability

to ensure service delivery

Sector

approved legislation [Library Bill]

of funds to implement or roll out

resulting from anticipated financial

Bill once it is enacted

commitment to implement new
regulation

1.

2.

Engage National Treasury to

Phase in implementation of new
legislation [to accommodate
financial pressures]
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PART C:
LINKS TO OTHER PLANS
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9. COMMUNITY LIBRARY CONDITIONAL GRANT
Conditional Grant Allocation in 2018/19
NAME OF
GRANT
Community

PERFORMANCEINDICATOR
Amount spent on building new libraries

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

218 945 000

289 087 000

299 401 000

392 051 000

336 775 000

353 613 000

371 294

32 066 000

39 562 000

102 409 000

66 375 000

61 554 000

64 631 700

67 863 280

110 796 000

114 611 000

96 600 000

-

-

-

-

17

44

20

26

29

32

35

Library Service
Grant

000
Amount spent on upgrading libraries
Amount spent on purchasing library material
No. of new libraries built
No. of libraries upgraded
No. of library material purchased
Other (please specify)

Purpose of Grant

20

35

43

40

45

50

55

592 904

534 873

401 067

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

To transform urban and rural community library infrastructure, facilities and services (primarily targeting previously disadvantaged communities) through a recapitalised programme at provincial level in support of local government and national initiatives. This funding is intended to address backlogs and disparities in the ongoing provision and
maintenance of community library services across provinces and to enable national departments to provide strategic guidance and alignment with national priorities
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Infrastructure Projects Funded By The Department In Provinces
2018/19 Community Library Conditional Grant Projects
Project Value

Target Date

Status

1.

Alice library

Item

Eastern Cape

Province

R29 million

31 March 2019

0%

Contractor appointed

Comments

2.

Libode library

Eastern Cape

R19 million

31 March 2019

90%

Progressing well

3.

Van Stadensrus library

Free State

R14 million

31 March 2019

57%

Progressing well

4.

Akasia library

Gauteng

R20 million

31 March 2019

7%

Contractor on site

5.

Impumelelo library

Gauteng

R20 million

31 March 2019

10%

Contractor on site

6.

Bilanyoni library

KwaZulu-Natal

R29 million

31 March 2019

30%

Progressing well

7.

Port Shepstone library

KwaZulu-Natal

R72 million

31 March 2019

47%

Progressing well

8.

Ingwavuma library

KwaZulu-Natal

R20 million

31 March 2019

30%

Progressing well

9.

Hafuleni modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

10.

KwaNokwenja modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

11.

eNdaka modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

12.

Mapatsoaneni modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

13.

eSgodiphola modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

14.

Osuthu modular library

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

15.

Mnqobokazi

KwaZulu-Natal

R2,8 million

31 March 2019

0%

Tender process started

16.

Zamani library

Limpopo

R11 million

31 March 2019

65%

Progressing well

17.

Kanyamazane library

Mpumalanga

R8,8 million

31 March 2019

20%

Delays due to community unrest

18.

Masobye library

Mpumalanga

R6,8 million

31 March 2019

45%

Progressing well

19.

MP Stream library

Mpumalanga

R8 million

31 March 2019

9%

Progressing well

20.

Thubelihle library

Mpumalanga

R7,6 million

31 March 2019

1%

Contractor appointed and onsite

21.

Kuruman library

Northern Cape

R22 million

31 March 2019

0%

Designs have been approved

22.

Upington library

Northern Cape

R18 million

31 March 2019

10%

Progressing well

23.

Greenpoint library

Northern Cape (to confirm)

R7 million

31 March 2019

0%

Will start in 2018/19 financial year

24.

Niekerkshoop library

Northern Cape

R7 million

31 March 2019

0%

Will start in 2018/19 financial year

25.

Lethabong library

North West

R16 million

31 March 2019

0%

Will start in 2018/19 financial year

26.

Koekenaap modular library

Western Cape

R600 000

31 March 2019

0%

Will start in 2018/19 financial year

27.

Elim modular library

Western Cape

R1,2 million

31 March 2019

0%

Will start in 2018/19 financial year

28.

Groendal library

Western Cape

R7,6 million

31 March 2019

65%

Progressing well

29.

Du Noon library

Western Cape (to confirm)

R36 million

31 March 2019

55%

Progressing well
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10. CAPITAL WORKS (INFRASTRUCTURE) GRANT
NAME OF
GRANT

PERFORMANCEINDICATOR

AUDITED OUTCOME

MAIN APPROPRIATION

MTEF

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

83 814

201 675

95 801

48 000

182 208

Capital Works

Heritage Capital Works

92 730

149 287

(Infrastructure)

Heritage Legacy Projects

92 809

113 065

74 456

156 377

207 247

341 248

103 793

Grant

Capital Works for Libraries

141

52 217

129 855

66 833

36 680

22 551

11 851

84 250

65 452

150 127

134 547

134 676

123 682

108 169

Capital Works for Arts & Culture Promotion and
Development
Purpose of Grant

To construct, upgrade, maintain, repair and renovate buildings of the DAC, public entities and other institutions in ACHSector

11. PUBLIC ENTITIES REPORTING TO THE DEPARTMENT
The Minister of Arts and Culture has control of the following public entities, which were established in terms of various Acts. Consequently, the DAC subsidises
these public entities on an annual basis
NAME OF PUBLIC ENTITY

SERVICES RENDERED BY PUBLIC ENTITY

TRANSFER TO PUBLIC ENTITY (R’000)

1.

Artscape

Staging of productions

62 465

2.

Afrikaanse Taalmuseum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

9 097

3.

Ditsong Museums of South Africa

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

4.

Freedom Park

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
85 820

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
86 710

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
5.

Iziko Museums of South Africa

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

86 738

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
6.

KwaZulu-Natal Museum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

7.

Luthuli Museum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

8.

Market Theatre Foundation,incorporating

Staging of productions

34 986

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
14 828

will support the institutions in its outreach, educational and public programmes
Windybrow Theatre
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NAME OF PUBLIC ENTITY

SERVICES RENDERED BY PUBLIC ENTITY

TRANSFER TO PUBLIC ENTITY (R’000)

9.

National Arts Council

Grant making to artists and arts communities

112 493

10.

National English Literary Museum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

11 493

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
11.

National Film and Video Foundation

Funding for the film and video industry; spearhead the equitable growth and

12.

National Heritage Council

Enhance knowledge production on heritage and ensure promotion and awareness of

13.

National Library of South Africa

Collect, record, preserve and make available the national documentary heritage;

136 627

development of the South African film and video industry
68 493

heritage
91 008

promote an awareness and appreciation thereof by fostering information literacy and
by facilitating access to the country's information resources
14.

National MuseumBloemfontein

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

53 658

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
15.

Nelson Mandela Museum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

27 103

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
16.

Pan South African Language Board

Promote and create conditions for the development and use of all official languages,

116 355

the Khoi, Nama and San Languages, and South African sign language;promote and
ensure respect for all languages commonly used by communities in South Africa
17.

Performing Arts Council of the Free State

Staging of productions

46 475

18.

Playhouse Company

Staging of productions

53 087

19.

Robben Island Museum

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions

81 230

20.

South African Heritage Resources Agency

Deliver heritage conservation and management;maximise the performance and

thatwill support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
57 075

effectiveness of SAHRA management and employees; implement good corporate
governance
21.

South African Library for the Blind

Provide a national library and information service to serve blind and print-handicapped

22 323

readers in South Africa by collecting, recording and providing access to documents
and bibliographic services, to produce documents in Braille and audio and to preserve
this heritage, and to research standards and technology for the production of these
documents
22.

State Theatre

Staging of productions

55 453
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SERVICES RENDERED BY PUBLIC ENTITY

TRANSFER TO PUBLIC ENTITY (R’000)

23.

uMsunduzi/Voortrekker Museum

NAME OF PUBLIC ENTITY

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

18 296

24.

War Museum of the Boer Republics

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
12 710

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes
25.

William Humphreys Art Gallery

Collections, conservation, research of collections and design of relevant exhibitions that

10 383

will support the institution in its outreach, educational and public programmes

12. MONITORING OF DAC PUBLIC
ENTITIES
The Department has established various oversight mechanisms/interventions
to assist its public entities to achieve their targets as adopted and tabled
in Parliament. These interventions seek to ensure that the public entities are
better managed and accountable through sound corporate governance
and a performance management system.
In line with National Treasury guidelines, the public entities submit the first
and second drafts of their APPs to the DAC before the end of August and
November, respectively. The DAC analyses the draft APPs, convenes
meetings with entities to further interrogate their inputs and provides feedback
for final amendments. The end goal is to ensure that the APPs are all aligned to
government imperatives relevant to the ACH Sector.
Subsequent to tabling the final APPs in Parliament, the Minister signs
shareholder compacts with the councils/boards of all DAC public entities.
The shareholder compact is a performance contract between the Minister
and the council/board outlining key expectations and deliverables for both
parties. The approved APPs are an integral part of the shareholder
compacts.
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The Department has also developed a set of templates to ensure standardised
reporting and to facilitate consistent assessment of performance. The DAC
receives quarterly reports from the 25 DAC public entities containing both
financial and non-financial performance information, including progress made
against the audit improvement plans. Information reported in the quarterly
reports is verified and validated through quarterly site visits to the entities. The
site visits focus on:
• The performance of the entities (financial and non-financial)
• The state of governance of the entities (constitution of councils/		
boards and all the committees)
• The relationship among the employees (i.e. discussions with staff at
all occupation levels)
• The monitoring and tracking of the audit improvement plan
Further, the DAC has developed a number of governance forums designed to
manage relationships with its public entities,which include:

i)

CHAIRPERSONS’ FORUM

This Forum is a consultative body comprising chairpersons of
councils/boards of the public entities reporting to the Minister. The Forum
presents the chairpersons with the opportunity to engage with the Minister on
issues relating to the national priorities, government directives, challenges
confronting public entities and information sharing.The Forum meets twice a
year.
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ii)

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS’ (CEOs) FORUM

The Forum is chaired by the Director-General of Arts and Culture. The
Forum comprises of all the CEOs/heads of Institutions of the DAC. The
Forum meets twice a year.

iii)

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS’ (CFOs) FORUM

This is a forum of CFOs of public entities and is chaired by the DAC CFO. The
Forum deals with issues relating to financial governance as stipulated in the
Public Finance Management Act and National Treasury regulations (including
budgeting, auditing and other compliance related). The Forum meets twice
a year.

iv)

13. PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
Not applicable to the DAC at this stage.

14. MATERIALITY FRAMEWORK
In terms of Treasury Regulations, it is hereby stated that the DAC has a
materiality framework in place.

SECTOR FORUMS

The following are sector-specific forums,in which entities discuss
sector-specific issues and share best practices. The Forums meet twice in a
year.
• Performing arts institutions (PAIs), chaired by the CEO of the State 		
Theatre
• Heritage institutions/museums, chaired by the DDG: Heritage Pro		
motion and Preservation
• Development agencies (DAGs), chaired by the DDG: Arts and 		
Culture Promotion and Development

v)

BI-LATERAL ENGAGEMENTS

These are ad-hoc meetings between the Minister and a particular
public entity (preferably with the Chairperson) to discuss issues
pertaining to a particular institution. The Director-General can also
convene these bi-lateral meetings with any particular public entity if there are
pressing matters to discuss.
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ANNEXURE A: CHANGES TO THE
STRATEGIC ORIENTATION OF THE
DEPARTMENT
2018 CHANGES TO THE STRATEGIC ORIENTATION OF THE
DEPARTMENT
Vision
A creative and inclusive nation
NOTE: The vision has been restated to be short and succinct. The
elements and aspirations of the previous vision statement are not lost. The
Department still intends to create a dynamic, vibrant and transformed
ACH Sector that leads to nation building through social cohesion and
socio-economic inclusion.

Mission
Develop, preserve, protect and promote arts, culture and heritage
NOTE: The mission has been restated to be short and succinct. The
elements and aspirations of the previous mission statement are not lost. The
Department still intends to create an enabling environment in which the
ACH Sector can flourish and play a significant role in nation building and
socio-economic development by:
• Preserving, protecting and promoting the cultural, heritage and
linguistic diversity and legacy of South Africa
• Leading nation building and societal transformation through
social cohesion
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• Enhancing records management structures and systems, and
promot ing access to information
• Providing leadership to the ACH Sector to accelerate its
transformation

Strategic Outcome-Oriented Goals
Goal 1: A transformed and productive ACH Sector
We envisage a sector that actively develops, preserves, protects and
promotes our diverse ACH, including language promotion. Moreover,
considering the prevailing economic climate and limited resources, the
Department has identified partnerships and collaborations as key strategic
interventions to expand the resource base of the Sector.
NOTE: The goal has been restated to be short and succinct. The
Department has consolidated the intentions aspired in Goals 1 and
3 of the Strategic Plan. The elements relating to policy and planning
coherence, which were previously in Goal 1 of the Strategic Plan, have been
integrated into the new goal relating to an effective and efficient ACH Sector.
Goal 2: An integrated and inclusive society
Accelerating and amplifying the nation-building and social-cohesion
programme and dealing with, inter alia, the challenges of racism and other
social ills.
NOTE: The goal has been restated to be short and succinct. The
elements and aspirations of Goal 2 relating to nation building and social
transformation espoused in the Strategic Plan are not lost.
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Goal 3: An effective and efficient ACH Sector
We envisage a sound governance system that is foregrounded on sound policy and legislative frameworks to ensure service delivery. Effectiveness and
efficiency will be realised through evidence-based decision making, learning
and improvement through monitoring and evaluation activities, and prudent
financial management.
NOTE: The goal replaces the goal “a sound governance fiscal
management system”. The latter statement is viewed as a means to
the aspired outcome of effectiveness and efficiency. The elements and
aspirations of sound governance and fiscal management espoused in the
Strategic Plan are not lost.
Goal 4: A professional and capacitated ACH Sector
A skilled and capacitated ACH Sector to ensure excellence.
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Strategic objectives
STRATEGIC GOAL

NEW/REVISED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

PREVIOUS STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
(STRATEGIC PLAN)

Goal 1: A transformed and productive ACH Sector

•

•

To develop, protect and promote the cultural and
creative sector

To drive integrated and joint outcomes-based planning,
monitoring and evaluation across the Sector

•

To develop, preserve, protect and promote heritage

•

To develop and promote official languages

legislative and regulatory environment for the ACH Sector

•

To build relationships and partnerships locally and

locally and internationally

internationally
•

•

•

To provide access to information

To facilitate an enabling, responsive and coherent policy,

To document South Africa’s oral traditions, promote
respect for oral knowledge and histories, and promote a
culture of reading and writing across society

•

Opening up market access and maintaining a positive
image and good relations for ACH and language locally,
continentally, regionally and internationally

•

To develop, promote and maintain multilingual
infrastructure and technology that promote access to
and increase participation in ACH at local, continental,
regional and international level

•

To promote the use of official languages, a culture of
reading and writing across society, and respect for oral
knowledge and histories

•

To ensure development and maintenance of ACH
infrastructure that can support local, regional, national
and international ACH offerings as well as increase
participation in, and access to ACH
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STRATEGIC GOAL

NEW/REVISED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

PREVIOUS STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
(STRATEGIC PLAN)

Goal 2: An integrated and inclusive society

•

•

To lead, coordinate and implement social-cohesion
programme

To intensify the contribution to and coordination of nation
building and social cohesion

•

To promote national symbols and constitutional values in
schools through provision of national symbols toolkits

•

To support efforts to forge a common national identity and
actively drive the transformation of society

Goal 3: An effective and efficient ACH Sector

•
•

To create a coherent policy and legislative environment

•

To ensure compliance and sound governance

for the ACH Sector

•

To drive sound financial management and controls across

To drive integrated outcomes-based research, planning,
monitoring and evaluation across the Sector

•

•

To implement sound financial management and control
systems

•

the Sector
systems
•

To strengthen and modernise archives and records
management systems

To strengthen and enhance internal process flows and
To implement sound governance to enable delivery of the
DAC mandate

•

To strengthen and modernise records management and
archives management systems

Goal 4: A professional and capacitated ACH Sector

•

To build human resource capacity and promote

•

excellence

To build human resource capacity and promote a culture
of high performance

•

To increase and sustain the number of ACH practitioners
and pool of human resource capacity required by the
Sector
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Department of Arts and Culture
Physical Address
Sechaba House, 202 Madiba Street, Pretoria
Postal Address
Private Bag X897, Pretoria, 0001
Tel: +27 12 447 3000
Fax: + 27 12 441 3699
www.dac.gov.za

@ArtsCultureSA

